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Abstract
Demand for space imagery has increased dramatically over the past several decades. Scien-
tific and government agencies rely on Earth-observing space assets for a variety of functions,
including mapping, agriculture, and intelligence. In recent years, online interactive mapping
services have created a large demand for high-resolution commercial satellite imagery. The
satellite systems launched to meet the demand for imagery have two major objectives: 1)
efficient global Earth coverage and 2) responsiveness to real-time events. Depending on the
specific application, mission architects may particularly value one objective. Commercial
satellites need to fulfill tasking requests from customers and are primarily focused on global
accessibility and efficient imaging. Engineers may design military or environmental warn-
ing satellites, on the other hand, to focus on quickly responding to events in unpredictable
locations.
This thesis investigates two elements in support of the design of Earth observing satellite
systems. The first part is a study of a responsive satellite constellation architecture. The
focus within the Responsive Space community has primarily been on small, lightweight,
disposable satellite systems. Industry and academia have done less work to consider archi-
tectures that meet the responsiveness objective while still providing global coverage with
sustainable orbits. This thesis analyzes an architecture that supports objectives of efficient
coverage of the globe and also responsiveness to arising targets.
The space community has also demonstrated significant interest in lightweight space
telescopes. These systems offer launch cost savings and, in the case of segmented aperture
optics, can be stowed and deployed on orbit. The reduction in mass comes, however, at the
price of structural flexibility, which affects the satellite's ability to efficiently image targets.
The second part of this thesis explores how satellite dynamic properties affect the ability to
provide efficient imaging. Satellite scheduling optimization formulations, including graph
search, integer programming, and dynamic programming, enable evaluation of imaging
efficiency. Integration of imaging performance metrics into a trade-space analysis tool allows
for more informed decisions early in the satellite design process.
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Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Reliance on space resources has increased dramatically over the past several decades. Sci-
entific agencies rely on satellites for geographical and meteorological data. Government
agencies likewise rely on satellites for accurate real-time intelligence. Satellite imagery finds
application in areas such as agriculture, urban planning, disaster relief, and navigation. In
recent years, interactive mapping services, such as Google Maps [25], have greatly increased
the demand for high-resolution commercial satellite imagery. For all of these applications,
there are two main design objectives for the systems which provide imagery.
1. Efficient coverage of all areas of interest. Satellite systems should have the
capability to image a large area (or series of areas) in a short time period. This
objective is important for scientific, defense, and commercial applications.
2. Responsiveness to arising real-time events. Satellite systems should collect
images of an area of interest, whose location is not known ahead of time, as soon
as possible following the event. Responsive imagery provides useful and actionable
information. Imagery users also desire repeated coverage of the area following the
initial observation. Environmental warning and defense organizations place particular
value on this objective. The mission may be to survey a natural disaster, for example
a hurricane or tsunami, or gather intelligence from a military event such as a missile
launch.
Each imagery application requires the fielding of satellite systems that meet specific design
objectives. In general, there is a large spectrum of needs for different satellite systems.
Imagery demands for applications with minimal dynamics (agriculture, urban planning,
(b) WorldView-1 Imaging Satellite [69]
(c) James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) [32]
Figure 1-1: Modern Space Imaging Systems
geography) can be fulfilled by efficient but non-responsive satellites. More agile systems are
needed to fulfill demands for imagery in defense and natural disaster scenarios.
In the science community, the NASA LandSat program has provided Earth imagery
since the early 1970's [36]. In recent years, satellite systems such as SPOT-5, IKONOS,
and WorldView-1 have provided commercial imagery [57, 31, 69]. Engineers designed these
systems primarily to meet the first main objective, efficient Earth coverage, subject to cost
constraints. While not explicitly 'responsive' satellites, the orbit design of each provides a
low revisit time - on the order of days - to any target. Demand continues to grow for Earth
imagery, and plans exist for continuing expansion of Earth-observing resources.
(a) IKONOS Imaging Satellite [30]
The aerospace industry has demonstrated interest in building systems that specifically
address the second main objective. The field of Responsive Space has developed in the past
decade in an effort to create an agenda and requirements for missions of this type, and
encourage industry to pursue responsiveness [52, 45]. Researchers have proposed several
mission architectures, including a 'Launch-on-Demand' approach. Another suggested option
is to use existing on-orbit assets, reconfiguring or re-tasking the satellites as necessary to
focus on the area of interest.
1.1 Motivation
This thesis investigates two elements in support of the design of Earth observing satellite
systems. The first is a Responsive Space architecture study. The focus within Responsive
Space has predominantly been on lightweight, small, disposable satellite systems built ex-
clusively for the purpose of responsiveness. Researchers have done less work to consider
architectures which meet the responsiveness objective while still providing global coverage
with sustainable orbits. This thesis proposes a system architecture that supports objectives
of efficient coverage of the globe and also responsiveness to arising targets.
The second part of this thesis focuses on the design of lightweight space telescopes in
support of the efficient imaging objective. While satellites such as the James Webb Space
Telescope (JWST) (Figure 1-1(c)) will demonstrate advanced lightweight technologies for
astronomical applications, the same performance benefits have great potential to translate
to lightweight Earth-observing systems. Interest in lightweight space systems has prompted
the development of a trade space exploration tool, MOST [60, 61, 15], at the MIT Space
Systems Laboratory [47]. The slew and settle performance metric generated by the MOST
model serves as a useful approximation of the satellite operational performance, but it
is important to consider how the slew and settle metric translates to imaging efficiency.
Problem formulations for the optimization of Earth imaging enable analysis of satellites
with different agility properties. Incorporation of this analysis into a satellite trade-space
analysis tool allows for more informed design decisions.
1.2 Approach
This thesis investigates two aspects in the design of efficient and responsive Earth observing
systems. The first part introduces a system architecture that meets the objectives of Re-
sponsive Space while also providing comprehensive coverage of the globe. The second part
discusses an approach for parametrically evaluating the imaging performance of lightweight
Earth observing systems. The following sections provide an outline of this thesis.
1.2.1 Reconfigurable Satellite Constellations
Recently there has been a push in academia and industry for the investment in, and devel-
opment of, responsive space systems. Responsiveness is, in general, the ability to respond to
a rapidly changing and unpredictable target. Several architectures have emerged as having
potential to meet the objectives of Responsive Space [67, 59].
One architecture features on-orbit assets which are tasked as needed to respond to
events. This responsiveness may be built in to the original constellation orbit design, or
there may be explicit procedures, such as orbit reconfiguration, that occur in response to
target notification. A second 'Launch-on-Demand' architecture involves building a fleet
of satellites that are placed in storage on the ground. Upon notification of a target, the
satellites can be launched in 12-24 hours. One or more launches occur to place the satellites
in orbits that provide good coverage of the target of interest. Mission lifetimes for the second
architecture are often very short, on the order of weeks to months. A third architecture
is 'Build-on-Demand.' The operating method here is to develop procedures which enable
the rapid manufacture (and possibly modification) of satellite systems. The responsiveness
of this architecture is considerably slower, but the advantage is that the risk of having
completed satellites remain on the ground is eliminated. Finally, aerial reconnaissance is
a responsive architecture with very different performance properties. Depending on the
sensitivity of the mission, the vehicles may be manned or unmanned, and may or may not
have stealth capabilities.
This thesis investigates an architecture of the first type, a Reconfigurable Constellation
architecture abbreviated RECON. The RECON architecture meets the objectives of long-
term global imaging, while also having the capacity to respond to real-time events. A series
of satellites is launched into a nominal Earth observing constellation, which provides global
Earth coverage. Upon notification of a specific target, mission operators reconfigure the
constellation into a regional observing mode. The regional observing mode offers increased
coverage and lower revisit time for the target of interest. After the designated mission
duration, the satellite operators return the constellation to the nominal global observing
mode.
A cost model that characterizes the major elements the RECON architecture facilitates
analysis of different designs. The cost model has the capability to generate a set of different
constellations of equal cost. Performance comparisons between constellations within this
set yield information about the value (performance per cost) of each constellation. Tools
developed in MATLAB® [2] and Satellite Tool KitTM [3] enable accurate evaluation of each
mode of the satellite constellation.
Extensions are pursued to allow more rapid analysis of RECON architectures by elimi-
nating the need for time simulation of the constellations. Performance metrics for the global
observing mode constellation enable approximate results in markedly shorter time. The full
problem, including the cost model and constellation performance metrics, is a mixed-integer
non-linear optimization problem. The objective function accounts for coverage performance
in global and regional observing modes, as well as a measure of responsiveness. The solution
of the optimization problem is the best performing constellation for a fixed cost. Finally,
comparisons between optimal RECON systems and an alternative responsive Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) fleet demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of each approach.
This part of the thesis is broken down as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the RECON
architecture, discusses the cost model, and presents the performance results of a set of
equal-cost constellations. Chapter 3 presents an approach that reduces the analysis time
for the RECON architectures using approximate coverage metrics. Chapter 3 also discusses
the feasibility of a responsive UAV fleet as a RECON alternative.
1.2.2 Imaging Productivity of Lightweight Space Telescopes
The second part of this thesis extends the work in the first part by focusing on the design of
an individual lightweight space telescope as it relates to imaging efficiency. The aerospace
community has demonstrated interest in space telescopes that feature advanced lightweight
mirror technology. These satellites offer savings in launch costs and, in the case of segmented
aperture systems, can be stowed to reduce launch volume and deployed on orbit. By virtue
of being very lightweight, these systems are also significantly more structurally flexible than
traditional massive monolithic designs. While this property can be modified by sophisticated
control systems, the problem of flexibility is difficult to eliminate.
Satellite structural flexibility is important in determining the agility of the satellite.
Slewing maneuvers excite vibration modes of the satellite that must settle before sufficient
accuracy is available to take an image. Very flexible systems require a longer settle time,
reducing the total available imaging time. For astronomical telescopes, exposure times
for images are very long - on the order of days to weeks - and thus the fraction of time
spent slewing the satellite is minimal. For Earth observing systems, which image many
geographically distributed targets, the time spent slewing may be a large fraction of the
total time. The total time required (slew and settle) to reorient the satellite has a large
impact on the efficiency of the system.
The imaging optimization problem relevant for Earth observing systems allows estima-
tion of this impact. The objective of the optimization problem is to find, for a given imaging
window, the highest valued sequence of targets to image subject to dynamic constraints on
the satellite. A variety of tools, including graph search, linear programming, and dynamic
programming, can provide solutions to the problem. The optimized performance for differ-
ent satellite systems, each characterized as a function of agility, illustrates the comparative
value of the systems. The objective of the optimization problem is to find, for a given imag-
ing window, the highest valued sequence of targets to image subject to dynamic constraints
on the satellite.
Advanced optical systems often feature fast steering mirrors that help eliminate wave-
front error and improve image quality. These steering mirrors have a limited capacity to
image targets which are slightly off of the telescope boresight - allowing extension of the
field of regard of the optics without requiring a slewing maneuver for the entire satellite.
The range is considerably larger for systems, such as the SPOT [57] series of satellites, that
utilize a steering mirror in front of the primary mirror. While steering mirrors increase the
complexity of the optical system, they also increase the imaging productivity. The imaging
optimization problem formulation must be modified to account for the performance bene-
fits of the steering mirror. Dynamic programming and mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) tools provide optimal solutions, though each has some limitations.
Finally, this thesis discusses integration of the analysis procedure into the Modular
Optical Space Telescope (MOST) model, being developed at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Space Systems Laboratory. MOST is a trade-space exploration tool for
lightweight space telescopes. Parameters such as the mirror type (monolithic versus seg-
mented) and f-number are adjusted within the model. For each design, an FEM is created
and analyzed using NASTRAN to determine the vibration properties. The model estimates
performance metrics such as slew and settle time and control effort to find optimal designs.
The slew and settle time metric is an important measure of system performance, and the
image collection optimization problem is applied to transform this information into more
accurate operational imaging productivity metrics.
The lightweight telescope imaging productivity portion of the thesis is organized as
follows. Chapter 4 introduces the Image Collection Optimization problem. Sections 4.1
through 4.3 provide an introduction to the problem and a review of existing literature.
Section 4.4 discusses three methods for finding optimal solutions and compares the perfor-
mance of each. Section 4.5 discusses extensions for the steering mirror problem. Chapter
5 explains the integration of this analysis into the MOST model. Section 5.1 describes the
application of the tools developed in Chapter 4 to compare different satellite designs. Sec-
tion 5.2 compares several satellite designs for the purpose of demonstrating the influence of
satellite agility on imaging productivity. Finally, Section 5.3 describes integration with the
MOST model and makes recommendations for improving analysis efficiency.

Chapter 2
Reconfigurable Constellations
(ReCon)
Modern defense and environmental agencies desire surveillance of specific targets and areas
of interest. Ideally airborne or spaceborne assets perform this surveillance in real-time.
In the case of space systems, large satellite constellation costs inhibit the potential for
persistent coverage. More frequently, a small set of space assets gradually acquires imagery.
Engineers have traditionally designed satellite constellations to allow for steady, predictable
coverage of certain regions of interest. Recently industry and academia have demonstrated
interest in developing systems that can respond to emergency events, providing excellent
coverage on short notice. This movement has grown under the title of Responsive Space.
Static satellite constellations can provide support for long term collection objectives, but
may not be very responsive. The objective of responsive systems is to be able to quickly
respond to events around the world. Given this narrow objective, responsive systems may
not be able to provide efficient global imaging.
This section focuses on a hybrid Reconfigurable Constellation (RECON) architecture,
which meets the goals of both global coverage and responsiveness. A nominal Earth ob-
serving satellite constellation provides global imaging. In an emergency, mission operators
reconfigure the constellation using in-plane altitude change maneuvers, to provide increased
access to the target of interest. This regionally focused mode utilizes repeating ground tracks
for frequent target revisits with high resolution imaging opportunities. The objective of this
chapter is to introduce the RECON architecture and present an approach for modeling and
evaluating different systems within the architecture.
2.1 Introduction
Responsive Space has garnered significant attention in the last several years [52]. Industry
has identified a need for developing systems which have a capability to perform well in sce-
narios where targets are mobile or unpredictable. Researches have suggested many different
mission architectures, and there is an ongoing effort to develop enabling technologies and
processes [11, 67].
There are three major approaches to Responsive Space [53]. The first is a constella-
tion reconfiguration approach. A satellite constellation A provides a comprehensive Earth
observation capability. When an emergency event occurs, mission operators maneuver the
satellites into constellation B, which is better suited for observation of the target.
Launch-on-Demand is a second responsive architecture [59]. A series of satellites remain
in storage on the ground. When necessary, the participating organization makes prepara-
tions and launches the satellites into orbits which provide good coverage of the target. Small,
low-cost satellites are a common choice for this architecture due to the unpredictable nature
of the launch scenarios. Orbital altitudes may be very low to improve imaging resolution,
with mission lifetimes only on the order of weeks to months.
Finally, researchers have considered a concept where satellites are rapidly built in eight
to twelve months following initial notification of mission requirements. While this approach
sacrifices the immediate availability of imagery, the satellites may be tailored to meet specific
goals. Additionally, this concept does not require premature financial investment into a
system that may remain unused, as is the risk for Launch-on-Demand satellites.
This chapter focuses on a Reconfigurable Constellation (RECON) architecture. This
architecture supports two objectives: passive long-term global imaging of the Earth and
responsive short-term focused coverage of specific areas of interest. A nominal satellite
constellation provides global observation access and general Earth imaging. When a tar-
get arises, ground operators reconfigure some or all of the assets into a regionally focused
constellation. The regional constellation utilizes repeating ground tracks to enable frequent
coverage of the target of interest. After interest in the target has subsided, mission opera-
tors return the repositioned satellites to the original constellation to resume general Earth
imaging.
2.2 Literature Review
In order to evaluate constellation reconfiguration, it is important to select both a suitable
constellation design and suitable reconfiguration procedure. This section outlines previous
work performed on each of these fronts, and motivates the pursuit of the RECON architec-
ture.
Researchers have given considerable attention to satellite constellation design over the
last several decades [65]. The objective of these studies has been primarily to provide global
or regional coverage with the minimum number of satellites. Walker proposed constellations
to provide coverage within a given latitude band [64]. The Streets of coverage methodol-
ogy utilizes polar orbits to provide global coverage [5]. Both configurations can provide
continuous global coverage, or accumulated global coverage over days, weeks, or months.
Draim et al. have proposed using Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO) satellites to provide global
or regional coverage [17]. Recent work has further addressed this concept [35]. Work has
been done to optimize coverage using these individual architectures. Recent research has
focused on responsive orbits and the advantages of responsive systems in providing surveil-
lance [66, 37]. Wertz described research on agile spacecraft that have a large AV capability
to make orbital manuevers [67].
Researchers have also studied optimal constellation reconfiguration [56]. In particular,
Scialom focused on minimizing AV during the reconfiguration, while considering other
metrics such as reconfiguration time, cost, and coverage levels. The research assumed that
the initial and final constellation arrangements had been determined by separate analysis.
The work presented in this thesis combines elements of constellation design and recon-
figuration to provide a unified Responsive Space architecture.
2.3 Methodology
This thesis explores many design parameters in determining the feasibility of the RECON
architecture. A model for the global and regional coverage modes of the satellite pro-
vides performance information. The design attributes of each mode incorporates previous
research in the area of constellation design. The reconfiguration procedure and AV require-
ments, determined based on relevant orbital dynamics, enable comparison of constellation
responsiveness.
A cost model for a satellite constellation facilitates objective comparison of different
designs within the RECON architecture. The cost model includes satellite development,
launch, and operations costs, as well as the costs of constellation reconfiguration. Utilization
of the model to generate sets of equal cost systems is a key to the analysis. Since the
constellation cost has been fixed as a basis for distinguishing between system designs, a
performance comparison of the resulting constellations enables isolation of specific design
properties as the source of value. Systems which deliver the most value can be identified.
A MATLAB® and STKTM interface enables rapid simulation of satellite constellations
[2, 3]. MATLAB® tools analyze regional observation mode performance metrics. Several
main figures of merit are important when comparing the performance of different satellite
constellations. Three primary figures of merit are described here:
* Access Time: The amount of time that a target is in view per time period. Also
referred to as 'Coverage'.
* Revisit Time: The average length of time between consecutive accesses to a target.
* Response Time: The amount of time between notification of a target and the first
image taken in regional observing mode. Generally quoted as maximum response
time.
The access time and revisit time are relevant for both modes of the constellation. The
response time is most relevant to the reconfiguration process. The integrated model is
employed to analyze the architecture design, demonstrate the analysis process, and provide
insight into the properties of the best performing constellations. In addition to simulation
methods, Chapter 3 explores analytical estimates for each of these figures of merit to support
a more rapid end-to-end optimization.
The analysis is presented as follows. Section 2.4 presents the RECON architecture in
detail, including definitions of the global and regional observing modes, and an outline of
the reconfiguration process. Section 2.5 presents a cost model that is used to approximate
the cost of launching and operating a RECON satellite constellation as a function of several
design parameters. Section 2.6 uses the cost model to identify a set of equal cost RECON
systems. Section 2.7 presents performance analysis of a subset of these equal cost satellite
constellations, utilizing both analytical relationships and simulation tools. Finally, Section
2.8 provides conclusions regarding the value of the RECON architecture.
2.4 System Architecture
The RECON architecture features global and regional observing modes. This section intro-
duces the properties of each mode and describes the process for transitioning between these
modes.
A discussion of several important geometric parameters is important before describing
details of the architecture. Figure 2-1 illustrates important Earth observing system ge-
ometry. For a satellite at an altitude h with an Earth-viewing off-nadir pointing angle 8,
Equation (2.1) describes the minimum elevation angle E, where RE is the radius of the
Earth.
RE+ h
cos(E) = sin(9) (2.1)
RE
Equation (2.2) gives the Earth central angle A.
A = - 8 - (2.2)
2
The satellite field of regard footprint is the region over which the satellite can slew and still
observe the Earth's surface. Equation (2.3) calculates this value using relationships for a
spherical cap.
AFOR = 2irR2(1 - cos(A)) (2.3)
Finally, the range to the target, h', is described by Equation (2.4).
h, sin(A)h' = RE (2.4)
sin(9)
These relationships are fundamental to the development of the cost model and analytical
relationships for coverage performance.
Figure 2-1: Earth Observation Geometry
2.4.1 Global Observing Mode Constellation
The Global Observing Mode (GOM) of the RECON architecture supports the objective of
global coverage over time. The word 'global' is used here to mean 'over all possible target
locations'. In this thesis, the possible target locations are between approximately 
-600 and
600 latitude, which holds a significant portion of the Earth's landmass and population.
Section 2.2 introduced several design possibilities. Walker constellations and Streets
of Coverage constellations are two traditional approaches. While the Streets of Coverage
configuration is feasible, it apportions a significant amount of unneeded coverage to the
area at the poles. Walker patterns are ideal for providing coverage within certain latitude
bounds, and additionally can be established at a flexible range of altitudes.
Wertz reviews five different 'responsive' orbits [66]. Both HEO Cobra and Magic or-
bits are responsive, but require orbital altitudes which are out of the range necessary for
high resolution observations. This is a result of the fact that ground resolution quickly
degrades with increasing altitude for a fixed angular resolution requirement. Low Earth
Repeat Coverage Orbits are specialized for known target locations, and require precise or-
bit inclinations. Low Earth Sun-Synchronous and Low Earth Fast Access Orbits, however,
have the useful features of being feasible at promising design altitudes, and being flexible
for incorporation into a full constellation.
The RECON global observing mode utilizes a Walker pattern constellation, an example
of which is shown in Figure 2-2. The orbits are circular and in proximity to repeating
ground track orbits to be discussed further in Section 2.4.2. A Walker constellation provides
coverage with a minimal amount of satellites, and is described by five variables [64]:
Figure 2-2: Sample Walker Constellation
* i - Inclination of all constellation satellites
* h - Altitude of the constellation
* N - Total number of satellites
* P - Number of evenly spaced planes in which the satellites are placed
* f - The phase difference of each satellite with the nearest satellite in the adjacent
plane
The inclination of the constellation determines the area of the Earth's surface which is
accessible. An inclination i results in coverage of latitudes approximately between -i and
i. With an appropriate choice of altitude, the constellation sweeps out all area within the
designed latitude bounds over time.
For the analysis in this thesis, the parameter P is fixed at N/2, that is the constellation
is comprised of N/2 planes, each with two satellites. The purpose of this choice is to
ensure that coverage of a given target while in regional observing mode is dispersed evenly
throughout the day. All observation opportunities for a specific target are the result of the
rotation of the Earth through a satellite orbital plane. A single plane of satellites can offer
only two imaging opportunities per day. Increasing the number of satellites on a single
plane above two does not offer any improvements in coverage distribution of the desired
target. The only gains that can be made on a single plane are the result of clustering many
satellites to increase the target time in view near each imaging opportunity. The average
revisit time for the one plane constellation remains nearly a half a day.
A Figure 2-3 illustrates two alternatives for placing N = 10 satellites in a Walker con-
stellation. If all N satellites are placed in a single plane (P = 1), for example, there are
only two observation opportunities per day - corresponding to the target rotating through
the plane of satellites. The choice of P = N/2 distributes the N satellites maximally across
the globe, reducing the average revisit time.
(a) Walker Constellation with N = 10, P = (b) Walker Constellation with N = 10, P =
1 [4] 5 [4]
Figure 2-3: Alternate Walker Constellation Configurations for N = 10 Satellites
The performance of the Walker patterns described here is evaluated via simulation using
Satellite Tool Kit (STK)TM in Section 2.7. Additionally, it is also possible to develop ap-
proximate constellation performance metrics as a substitute for simulation. This is explored
further in Section 3.1.2. Finally, it is important to note that for many operational imaging
satellites, a sun-synchronous orbit offers consistent lighting conditions for the images and
maximizes the usable operation time of the satellite. While these orbits were not explored
in this effort, it may be a worthwhile extension in future work. The RECON framework
is still applicable, but the altitudes and inclinations of the satellites must be chosen more
precisely.
2.4.2 Regional Observing Mode Constellation
The objective of the Regional Observing Mode (ROM) constellation is to focus coverage
on one specific target region. One method that accomplishes this high coverage level uses
I
repeating ground track (RGT) orbits. Repeating ground track orbits have the property that
the pattern of coverage on the Earth repeats after a finite period of time. Repeating ground
track orbits can be used easily in conjunction with Walker constellations, as described in
Section 2.4.3.
The ROM of the constellation features up to N satellites in circular orbits with repeat-
ing ground tracks that include the target location. This significantly increases the coverage
of the target in comparison to the global observing mode. A RGT orbit is defined mathe-
matically using the period of the satellite orbit and the period of Earth's rotation. Equation
(2.5) gives the period of an orbiting satellite.
TSAT = 27 3  (2.5)
Here, a is the semi-major axis of the orbit (RE + h for a circular orbit) and pt is the
gravitational parameter for the Earth, approximately 3.98 * 104km 3s- 2. When the period
of the satellite TSAT divided by the Earth's period of rotation is an integer fraction, the
satellite follows a RGT. The satellite returns to the same Earth longitude and latitude after
a finite number of orbits, and repeats the identical path. Equation (2.6) describes this
relationship:
TSAT n
TEARTH k
where k and n are integers, and TEARTH is the length of a sidereal day, approximately
86,200 s. When n = 1, the ground track repeats after one day. For one day RGTs, k may
be anywhere from one (geosynchronous) to sixteen (very low altitude). Table 2.1 lists the
one day RGT altitudes. In general, the precise altitude of the satellite is determined based
on k and n, and an infinite number of combinations exist.
An example RGT for k = 6 and n = 1 is shown in Figure 2-4(a). However, a small
perturbation Aa to the satellite semi-major axis a generally results in a non-repeating
ground track, since the period TSAT has changed. After n days, the satellite does not
return to the original starting longitude and latitude, but instead is displaced to the east
or west. This can be seen in Figure 2-4(b). As a result, the satellite will, over time, sweep
out all area bounded by the inclination of the orbit. These non-repeating ground tracks
Table 2.1: List of RGT Altitudes for n = 1
k Altitude h, km
1 35,786
2 20,184
11 2,147
12 1,666
13 1,248
14 881
15 554
16 262
are the foundation of the Walker constellation described in Section 2.4.1. The interaction
between the repeating and non-repeating ground tracks is important to the RECON system
architecture, and is discussed in the next section.
(a) Repeating Ground Track for k = 6 and n = (b) Non-Repeating Ground Track after Altitude
1. Perturbation Aa.
Figure 2-4: Ground Tracks for Repeating and Non-Repeating Orbits
The predictability of the RGT orbits enables accurate calculation of coverage metrics.
Each satellite is able to view a distance ARE in all directions from its current nadir position
on the ground track. This is the length of half of the footprint arc shown in Figure 2-1.
One pass out of k travels over the target location. The time in view of the target during
this pass is given by 2X-TSAT. Equation (2.7) gives the fraction of time in view per n days.27rAl · U~lll LII~jV 3CICLCILII L~IICI1Vc C ~U~D
A TSAT A
WR ,1 = - T TH -
- nTEARTH xk (2.7)
While in ROM, up to N satellites are in RGT orbits that observe the target. Equation
-`---~
s g~ i b
(2.8) gives the percentage of access time per day using all N satellites.
NA
WR = 100k (2.8)
Th metric wR value may exceed 100% if a sufficient number of satellites are on orbit. While
WR = 100% would constitute continuous coverage of the target, wR > 100% would indicate
simultaneous coverage of the target by one or more satellites.
Under certain geometries, it is possible for a single satellite to image the target on two
separate occasions within n days. This occurs when the target lays near the intersection
of an ascending (South to North) and descending (North to South) pass of the RGT. In
general, the number of intersection (node) locations depends on the parameters k and n.
The two imaging opportunities correspond to the two passes of the target through the
plane defined by the satellite's orbit. As a result, the satellite traversal of the intersecting
ascending and descending RGT passes is separated in time by approximately one half day
for n = 1. For an optical satellite sensor, this may render one of the two passes useless due to
nighttime lighting conditions. Only certain configurations - where the satellite orbit plane
aligns with the Earth day-night terminator line - enable the possibility of taking images on
both ascending and descending passes. In this case the images are taken in the very early
morning and late evening. Furthermore, these opportunities for increased target coverage
are limited to the latitudes at which the nodes are located. For these reasons, the coverage
effects associated with the RGT nodes are not considered.
Finally, this analysis does not account for perturbations on the satellite. Specifically,
the J2 perturbation causes the Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN) of the
satellite to shift over time, resulting in misalignment of the orbit as designed in Equation
(2.6). Orbital parameters of the satellite constellation can be adjusted to compensate for
this effect. Equation (2.6) is modified as follows:
n (OE + f) Days = kTSAT (2.9)
I _ ( RE
2•J2 ( a( - e) 2  cos(i) (2.10)
where, OE is the rotation rate of the Earth, which is 27r divided by the length of a sidereal
day. The parameter e is the eccentricity of the orbit, and Day, is the length of a sidereal
day in seconds. The drift of the longitude of the ascending node resulting from the J2
perturbation is approximated by L. The approximate value of the second Earth zonal
harmonic coefficient, J2 , is 0.001083. Higher order gravitational perturbations, and effects
such as solar pressure and drag must be corrected as necessary using the satellite's on board
propulsion system.
2.4.3 Constellation Reconfiguration
Section 2.4.1 described that the Walker constellation will be placed at a non-repeating
ground track (NRGT) altitude to enable global coverage within the inclination band. The
specific altitude of the satellites in the constellation determines the rate at which they sweep
out coverage on the Earth. Altitudes closest to the RGT altitude take the longest to sweep
out global coverage.
Consider circular orbits A and B, with periods TA and TB. Orbit A is a RGT orbit
with semi-major axis a, calculated with Equations (2.5) and (2.6). Orbit B is a NRGT
orbit with semi-major axis a + Aa. Note that since a = RE + h for circular orbits, any
perturbation to a is directly reflected in h, thus Aa = Ah. Equation (2.11) describes the
difference in period between the two orbits.
AT = 27r (ya ±Aa) = ((a + Aa)3/ 2  a3/2 (2.11)
The parameter •p is the gravitational parameter for the Earth. This equation can be lin-
earized for small Aa by taking the derivative of Equation (2.5):
dT 2w 1i3a2 aAT = -Aa = 27 I a = 3 -a (2.12)da 2 a 3 • p
The distance that the ground track deviates from the nominal repeating ground track
when crossing the equator, per orbit, is given by:
27r
Ad = OEREAT =-- REAT (2.13)
Equation (2.14) gives the relative ground track motion per k orbits.
67r2RE aAD = kAd = k -a a (2.14)
Day, p
The parameter AD represents the relative distance that the ground track slips at the equator
per n days. Figure 2-5 illustrates Ad and AD. Equation (2.14) is used in this thesis to
describe deviations from a RGT orbit with semi-major axis a. However, this equation is
valid for any two orbits whose altitudes are in close proximity.
W1
Earth Longitude
- RGT Orbit NRGT Orbit
O Initial Satellite Position
RGT orbit 1 RGT orbit I + k
/ Ad / --- AD
(a) (b)
Figure 2-5: Illustration of Parameters Ad and AD
Note that Aa can be a positive or negative quantity. If Aa is positive, then the satellite
will be at a higher altitude orbit than the corresponding repeating ground track. This
causes the orbital period to be slightly longer. The Earth will complete n rotations before
the satellite arrives back at the starting point. Thus, the ground track will slip to the west
in longitude. Likewise, if Aa is negative, the orbital period will be shorter, and the satellite
will arrive at the starting point before the Earth completes n rotations. The ground track
will slip to the east.
The latitude and longitude of a target of interest uniquely identify the RGT that travels
through the target location. Upon target notification, the proper timing at which to maneu-
ver each satellite into ROM is determined. The worst case (longest) time is an important
parameter of the system design. If the Walker constellation is distributed in the traditional
fashion, and a target arises immediately after the GOM constellation drifts through the
appropriate ground track, then the constellation must be allowed to continue to drift until
the next proper alignment occurs. Equation (2.15) gives the maximum distance that the
satellite must traverse, along the equator, between two consecutive crossings of the RGT.
27rREADmax =27 (2.15)
k
This distance is equivalently the maximum distance that the ground track of a NRGT
satellite must slip before proper RGT alignment occurs and the reconfiguration maneuver
can be performed. Equation (2.16) gives the drift time in days for a single satellite.
Dmax _ Day, se 1
S= = 3rk a Aa (2.16)
By launching a constellation of N satellites, the maximum distance of ground track slip
decreases in proportion to N. The drift time decreases accordingly:
wt Drnax Days ,i 1
Wt,G== Day, (2.17)N AD 37rk 2  aN (2.1
Equations (2.16) and (2.17) do not consider the time spent on-orbit in ROM, Wt,R, before
the first image is taken. The response time, as defined in Section 2.3, is approximately
Wt,G + wt,R. The maximum time required for reconfiguration of the entire constellation is
based on the worst case location of a single satellite. This may be up to wt days.
2.4.4 Reconfiguration AV
At a large semi-major axis offset, Aa, the Walker constellation sweeps out global coverage
rapidly. This property reduces the response time of the constellation. However, large
altitude offsets require large AV to maneuver the satellite between the two configurations.
The relationship for a simple two-burn Hohmann transfer maneuver between two co-
planar circular orbits is shown in Equation (2.18).
[ 2 1
S aA at
aA + aB
atx 2
Sa2 at1 •
- +al-- -QA aB atz aBJ
Here, aA and aB are the semi-major axes of orbits A and B, respectively. The semi-major
axis of the transfer orbit is given by atx. For a small change in semi-major axis Aa = aA-aB,
Equation (2.18) can be approximated by Equation (2.20).
AV = I Aa
2a a (2.20)
Due to the 1/r 2 effect of gravity, for the same magnitude change in semi-major axis, the
maneuver requires less AV as altitude increases. Over the range of altitudes that support
high-resolution Earth imaging (approximately 400 to 1000 km), the required AV for a given
altitude change varies by nearly 10%. For an example constellation with N = 20 satellites at
an altitude of 554km, Figure 2-6 shows the trade between response time (Equation (2.17))
and reconfiguration AV (Equation (2.20)). The altitude offset Aa is an implicit variable,
ranging up to Aa = 50 km at AV = 25 m/s.
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Figure 2-6: Responsiveness Fuel Requirements for N = 20 Satellites
As the ground track of a satellite in GOM gradually shifts across the Earth's longitude,
it approaches the repeating ground track. At the appropriate time, the satellite executes
a two burn Hohmann transfer maneuver to transfer into the ROM constellation. Mission
(2.18)
(2.19)
ground software can precisely time this maneuver by constructing a two-point boundary
value problem using the orbital dynamics equations and an initial and final position and
velocity appropriate for the GOM and ROM orbits.
2.4.5 Elliptical Orbits
One of the main design variables for the mission architecture is the orbit selection. Circular
orbits offer the most predictable coverage results, and also simplify the re-configuration
process. Elliptical orbits offer several benefits. The main benefit is increased access time
over the region of interest. By placing the apogee of the repeating ground track orbit over
the target, the percentage of on orbit time with the target in view will be greater than
for any other location on the Earth. Consider Equation (2.5). The semi-major axis, a
represents the average of the apogee and perigee radii of the orbit. Given a circular orbit at
radius a, it is feasible to adjust ra and rp, the radii at apogee and perigee, respectively, to
create an orbit with the same period as the original circular orbit. The satellite velocity at
apogee decreases, thus distributing more of the time on orbit to the region near the target.
Equation (2.21) approximates the fractional increase in access time for an elliptical orbit
over a circular orbit, where ra = rp.
Veirc a - Va(2.21)
Veirc I =1- Vi-e (2.21)
Vcirec
Here, Va is the velocity at apogee of an orbit with eccentricity e, and Vcirc is the orbital
velocity of a circular orbit, where both have the same semi-major axis, a. Figure 2-7 shows
the relationship for a series of orbits which all have one day (n = 1) repeating ground tracks
with k = 14. The semi-major axis is held constant at a value defined by Equations (2.6)
and (2.5). The circular orbit corresponding to this semi-major axis has an altitude of 881
km. Appropriate balancing of the apogee and perigee altitude ensures that the period of
the eccentric orbit remains constant.
The function described by Equation (2.21) is nearly linear in the range from zero up to
e = 0.09. At this value of e, the apogee altitude is approximately 1450 km and the perigee
altitude is 300 km - the lower practical bound due to drag. Even at this extreme, the dwell
time for a target under the orbit apogee only increases by four percent. Additionally, due
to the increased altitude, the optical system requires a significantly larger mirror diameter.
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Figure 2-7: Access Time for Modified Eccentric Orbits
The associated costs quickly offset the dwell time benefits.
The RECON architecture may feature eccentric orbits as the foundation for either of the
observing modes. Eccentric orbits, however, create more complicated timing constraints
for the reconfiguration maneuvers. The use of eccentric orbits in global observing mode,
while a possibility, may result in an unbalanced distribution of imagery. If the assumption
is made that the satellites are designed to image at the apogee altitude, then part of the
orbit may be unusable. For this assumption to be relaxed, the satellites must be designed
to account for a significant dynamic range (h') to the target. It may be possible to design a
constellation where apogee locations of the orbits are distributed over a range of latitudes
and longitudes to provide more uniform coverage. This extension is not explored in this
thesis.
2.4.6 Satellite System
For the purpose of this analysis, each satellite features an optical sensor, capable of imaging
the Earth's surface at a required 1 m resolution. Necessary specifications for an optical
system include the telescope type, focal length, pixel size, CCD array size, and aperture
diameter. These details, however, may be abstracted into a more simple physics-based
relationship. One major limitation of an optical system is the aperture diameter. The
aperture diameter places a limit on the minimum angular resolution of the system. This is
the diffraction limit, and is assumed binding when there are no atmospheric disturbances
and mirror surfaces are smooth.
The angular resolution for a diffraction limited optical system is shown in Equation
(2.22).
1.22Ao
Ores = (2.22)
Here, Ao is the desired observing wavelength of the system. In this case, A0 is chosen as
the largest wavelength to be observed. In the visible spectrum, this is set as Ao = 750 nm.
The variable D is the aperture diameter, and Ores is the angular resolution of the system.
Equation (2.23) calculates the ground resolution of the system [38].
1.22Aoh'
Ax = (2.23)
T'. h.'D
where h' is the vector to the target, T' is the target surface normal vector, 0 is the maximum
off-nadir pointing angle of the satellite, and Ax is the ground resolution obtained by the
optics. The value T', for a flat surface on the Earth, may be taken to be the Earth surface
normal vector, R'. Images taken at large off-nadir angles have poor resolution in the desired
imaging direction, since T' -•i' is small. However, if it is assumed that the image is taken
of a 3-dimensional object, then T' can be assumed to have a component in the direction of
h'. Under this assumption, T' h' • 1 . The required diameter, as a fimction of wavelength,
range to target, and required resolution is described by Equation (2.24).
1.220oh'
D = 22Ah (2.24)
The satellite bus for the RECON architecture is comparable to existing systems such as
IKONOS and WorldView-1 [31, 69]. Spacecraft subsystems such as the Attitude Control
System (ACS) for slewing are assumed part of a general spacecraft mass, and not modeled
in detail in this effort. We have developed relationships for performance in ROM and GOM,
as well as reconfiguration requirements. A cost model for the satellite constellation enables
objective comparison between different RECON systems.
2.5 Cost Modeling
The architecture defined in Section 2.4 is analyzed using a set of performance metrics. The
development of a cost model enables objective comparison of different constellations. The
model features several modules which each describe elements of the constellation. Assume
that the program budget for a RECON system is P[$]. The primary objective of the model
is to trade design parameters in order to generate a set of different designs which all meet
a given cost budget. Constellation parameters such as number of satellites (N), optics size
(D), and design altitude (h) influence the total cost, and each is discussed in detail in the
following sections.
2.5.1 Payload
The cost model for the optical system is a function of the diameter of the aperture, which
is calculated using Equation (2.24). Historical data suggest that cost is given by the rela-
tionship shown in Equation (2.25) [46].
Coptics = Coptics D2 6  (2.25)
The parameter coptics is chosen again based on data from the IKONOS spacecraft. IKONOS
is an optical Earth-observing satellite in LEO, and serves as an excellent analog for a RECON
vehicle.
2.5.2 Spacecraft Bus
An approximate relationship for the dry mass of a single satellite uses a scaling factor based
on a benchmark satellite and the desired aperture diameter. The assumption is that the
satellite bus dry mass scales with the payload diameter [38]. Equation (2.26) calculates
mdry, the dry mass of a RECON satellite.
mdry = qR 3mdry,I
D (2.26)
DI
The parameters DI and mdry, are reference satellite parameters. IKONOS serves as the
benchmark satellite, with a dry mass of mdry,I = 653.6 kg and aperture diameter DI = 0.7
m. The parameter q is a scaling factor equal to 1 for R > 0.5 and equal to 2 for R < 0.5. Due
to the ground resolution requirement of 1 m, the RECON architecture necessarily features
satellites with D > 0.35 m. Thus, q can be fixed at a value of one. A lower bound on the
mass, mdry > 200 kg, eliminates trivially small spacecraft.
A linear model describes the spacecraft cost. Equation (2.27) gives the relationship.
Cs/c = Cdrymndry (2.27)
The parameter Cdry = 0.113 $M/kg represents an estimate for small satellites [6].
2.5.3 Propellant Mass
The mission reconfiguration, station keeping, and disposal AV determine the required pro-
pellant mass. Equation (2.20) gives the AVR for a single RECON satellite reconfiguration.
The station-keeping AVs requirements are a function of the estimated drag coefficient of
the satellite and the atmospheric properties at the design altitude. Equations (2.28) and
(2.29) describe the drag make-up requirements per orbit and per year, respectively.ermine
the required propellant mass. Equation (2.20) gives the AVR. for a single RECON satellite
reconfiguration. The station-keeping AVs requirements are a function of the estimated
drag coefficient of the satellite and the atmospheric properties at the design altitude. Equa-
tions (2.28) and (2.29) describe the drag make-up requirements per orbit and per year,
respectively.
CDA pa
A Vs,oRBIT = IrC pa - (2.28)
m a
AVsORBT 1 CODA pCAV = OB year = A pyear (2.29)
TSAT - 2 m a
year = 60 * 60 * 24 * 365 (2.30)
Here, TSAT is the period of the satellite orbit in Equation (2.5). The term CDA is the
ballistic coefficient of the satellite, and p is the atmospheric density at the satellite altitude.
The AV requirement for end-of-life disposal is calculated using Equation (2.31), with rB =
rdisp = RE + 50 km, corresponding to the altitude of the disposal orbit.
AVd2 1
V= a atx a (2.31)
a + rdisp
at 2
2
The total AVT needed on-board the spacecraft is a combination of the mission required
AVm (reconfiguration and station keeping) shown in Equation (2.32a), and the disposal
AVd.
AVm = 2NRLmAVR + AVsLm (2.32a)
AVT = AVm + AVd (2.32b)
Here, NR represents the number of reconfigurations per year, and Lm is the mission lifetime
in years. Table 2.2 shows a sample AV budget for a ten year mission with two reconfigura-
tions per year (NR = 2, Lm = 10). The selected repeating ground track altitude is 554 km,
and the Walker constellation altitude, with Aa = -20 km, is 534 km.
Table 2.2: Sample RECON AV Budget
AV Requirement AV Required Frequency
Reconfiguration burn 11 m/s 2 / reconfig.
Station-keeping 1 m/s / year
Disposal 144 m/s Once
Total AV 593 m/s Mission Lifetime
Propellant Mass 89 kg Mission Lifetime
Equation (2.33) describes the propellant mass requirements. The mass needed for nor-
mal operations and disposal is calculated separately, based on the approximate total mass
of the satellite at the time of the maneuver.
md = mdry(e Vo - 1) (2.33)
mp = (mdry + md)(e Vo - 1) (2.34)
The parameter Vo = Ispg is a characteristic of the propulsion system, where Isp is the specific
impulse of the propellant used and g is gravitational acceleration. With an estimated 400
kg dry mass, and required total AVT of 593 m/s , the mission requires 89 kg of propellant.
The propellant is assumed to be a liquid propellant similar to hydrazine, with Isp = 300 s.
2.5.4 Economies of Scale
One of the benefits of building many satellites is the cost savings obtained through mass
production [38]. This is common to any large scale manufacturing process, and important
in the construction of large constellations such as Iridium and NAVSTAR (GPS). Having
designed and built a single vehicle, the manufacture of a second can be completed at a
fraction of the cost. The incremental cost for building the tenth vehicle, for example, is less
than the ninth. The total cost of building N satellites is given as:
C = CfirstL (2.35)
where Cfirst is the cost of building the first satellite in Equation (2.36):
Cfirst = Coptics + Cs/c (2.36)
with Coptis and Cs/c from Equations (2.25) and (2.27), respectively. The parameter L is
given by Equation (2.37):
L=NB
1 (2.37)
B = 1 - log2-S
The value of S is based on N. A suggested model is that S is equal to 95% if N < 10,
and S is equal to 90% if 10 < N < 50. For N > 50, a value of S = 85% may be used.
In the numerical implementation of this formula, a single logarithmic curve representation
elimitates the step effect at the boundaries and thereby create a more smooth (and more
realistic) model without local minima.
S = 100 * (1.0048 - 0.0432 * log(N)) (2.38)
2.5.5 Launch
Launch costs comprise a large fraction of the cost of any space system. The optimization
of satellite placement aboard various launch vehicles is complicated, and outside the scope
of this work [33]. The launch cost model is simply a flat cost per kilogram plus additional
upper stage costs for orbit injection. The cost per kilogram is the average of a series of
U.S.-based launch vehicles, shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Estimated Launch Costs to LEO for U.S.-based Vehicles [38]
Launch Vehicle Max Payload (kg) Cost/kg (FY2000$K/kg)
Atlas II 6580 12.2 - 13.7
Atlas II A 7280 11.7 - 13
Atlas II AS 8640 11.6 - 12.7
Athena I 800 22.5
Athena II 1950 13.3
Athena III 3650 8.5
Taurus 1400 14.3- 15.7
The average cost per kilogram for these launch vehicles is cl = FY 2006 $15,280 / kg.
Additionally, the model includes costs for the use of an upper stage to maneuver the satellite
into its mission orbit from the nominal parking orbit of rij = RE + 185 km. Equation
(2.18) determines the AVinj needed to raise the orbit to the mission altitude. The mass of
propellant needed for orbit injection is:
mini = (mdry +mp + md)(e Vo - 1) (2.39)
with an I,p = 300 s system. An additional 15% mass, an average of several legacy systems,
represents engine infrastructure [38]. This total mass is then added to the satellite mass
when calculating launch costs. Equation (2.40) outlines the total launch costs.
Claunch = cl(mdry + mp + md + Cpminj) (2.40)
2.5.6 Mission Operations
Mission operations account for a substantial portion of the cost of a large constellation. The
operations costs for a constellation can be estimated as a faction of the first satellite cost.
For a traditional high-cost mission, the cost of operations per year is on average cops = 3%
of the first unit cost [38]. The total mission operations cost is the product of this value and
the mission duration. Equation (2.41) describes the operations costs per satellite.
Cops = copsLmCfirst (2.41)
2.5.7 Summary
The total constellation cost is the sum of satellite development and manufacture, operation,
and launch costs.
CTOT = L(Cfirst) + N(Cops + C(Jaunch) (2.42)
Table 2.4 summarizes all of the constants used in this analysis. The simple model developed
in this section will help provide insight into the types of systems that are best suited
for the RECON architecture. Section 2.6 utilizes this model to generate different satellite
constellations, and Section 2.7 explores the performance of these constellations.
2.6 Equal Cost Comparison
The cost model developed in Section 2.5 enables generation of a series of equal cost con-
stellations. Various design attributes of the constellation, for example altitude and number
of satellites, can be traded in order to find different constellations that meet the program
budget P.
CTOT <_ P (2.43)
The ground resolution requirement requirement is 1 m at the limiting off-nadir angle.
The number of satellites and the RGT altitudes are discrete quantities that have many
thousands of combinations. An algorithm that efficiently distributes the project budget to
various attributes enables generation of a set of equal cost constellations.
The predetermined budget of P dollars is an input to the algorithm. Starting at k = 16,
the algorithm reduces k in integer values. At each altitude (value of k), the cost model
estimates the cost of an integer number (N) satellites, where N starts at 1 and increases
Table 2.4: RECON Cost Model Parameters
Parameter Value
Cost Parameters
coptics 15.2
DI 0.7
mdry,I 653.4
Cdry 0.113
cl 15,280
cp 1.15
cops 0.03
Selected Mission Parameters
rinj RE + 185
rdisp RE + 50
CDA 200
Isp 300
Lm 10
NR 2
Ax 1
Constants
A0  750
p 3.98e5
RE 6,378
g 9.8
Days 86,200
Units
$/m2.6
m
kg
$M/kg
$/kg
(ND)
(ND)
km
km
kg/m 2
s
years
/year
m
nm
km3 /s 2
km
m/s 2
s
Description
Mirror Cost
Reference Mirror Diameter (IKONOS)
Reference Dry Mass (IKONOS)
Dry Mass
Launch Cost
Launch Upper Stage Infrastructure
Mission Operations Cost Fraction
Parking Orbit Altitude
Disposal Altitude
Ballistic Coefficient
Thruster Specific Impulse
Mission Lifetime
Number of Reconfigurations per Year
Ground Resolution Requirement
Observing Wavelength
Earth Gravitational Constant
Earth Radius
Gravitational Acceleration
Sidereal Day
until the architecture exceeds the budget. In the case that the budget is insufficient when
N = 1, the current altitude and all higher altitudes can be eliminated. At each choice
of N, a bound and search algorithm calculates the maximum angle of regard, 9, for the
constellation. The algorithm first determines if the choice of N is feasible by seeing if the
ground resolution requirement can be met for 0 = 0. If N satellites are feasible, the value of
0 is increased until the baseline cost is exceeded, or the limiting angle (9 = p in Figure 2-1)
is reached. A binary search executes to find the maximum angle of regard 0 for N satellites
under the cost constraints. The process is repeated to attempt to distribute P over N+1
satellites. For very low altitudes, the algorithm limits the number of satellites, since with
a sufficiently high budget P, an arbitrarily large number of satellites can be built. Such
a large number of satellites is difficult to simulate, and is not pursed in this chapter. The
total number of satellites is limited to N = 45. Chapter 3 develops estimates for GOM
performance which allow consideration of larger constellations by alleviating simulation
requirements.
For the purpose of generating a baseline cost, a constellation of 20 satellites in a 554
km circular orbit with an angle of regard of 300 was used. The cost model predicts a 0.6 m
aperture diameter, and a first satellite unit cost of $49.6M. The dry mass of each satellite
is 400 kg, and the propellant mass is 74 kg. The total launch cost for the 20 satellites
is $160M, and the total mission cost is $728M. It should be emphasized that this mission
cost is very likely an underestimate of the true cost - as modern satellite mission budgets
often exceed $500M per satellite. This is discussed further in Section 3.4.1. However, the
conclusions to be drawn rely on comparing different constellations that reflect the same cost
model. While the absolute cost may be inaccurate, the relative costs provide a good picture
of the design trade space. More accurate cost models can be integrated into this analysis
as desired.
Figure 2-8 shows the design options given a total budget of P = $728M in the cost
model.
Notice that the budget allows for the largest number of satellites at the lowest altitude.
As altitude increases, fewer satellites can be purchased due to increasing optics requirements.
For example, if we select N = I satellite, there are four different purchasing options. We
can place the satellite at h = 262 km with an angle of regard 0 = 740, at h = 554 km with
0 = 600, at h = 881 km with 0 = 480, or at h = 1248 km with 0 = 250. Above 1248 km
----...EmmhhIII
1248
km
N: Number of Satellites
Figure 2-8: Equal Cost Constellation Options for P = $728M
altitude, the cost of a single satellite featuring optics able to image to a resolution of 1 m
exceeds the budget P. For a constellation of N = 30 satellites, the mission altitude can be
either h = 262 km with 0 = 590, or h = 554 km with 0 = 210. Higher altitudes cannot
support N = 30 satellites under the budget constraint.
The set of constellations shown in Figure 2-8 are evaluated in the next section. Since
each can be built under the same budget P, the best performing constellations in terms of
coverage are also the best in terms of overall value.
2.7 Performance Analysis
Performance analysis of each of the constellations generated in Section 2.6 provides insight
into the trends in the Recon architecture. MATLAB® and Satellite Tool Kit (STK)TM
programs allow for quick comparison of many Walker constellation designs. Analysis of the
ROM repeating ground track orbits is done in MATLAB® using Equation (2.8), as the
orbits' predictability obviates the need for simulation.
Three primary metrics, described in Section 2.3, are important when considering the
performance of a RECON constellation. We define WG and WR as the global and regional
mode coverage time metrics, respectively. The value we is given by Equation (2.8), while
wG is determined via simulation. The geometric mean of the performance values in global
observation and regional observation modes is a metric that evaluates overall system per-
formance. Equation (2.44) shows this relationship.
S= -w (2.44)
A representative subset of the 149 options shown in Figure 2-8 was selected for eval-
uation. A Aa of 20 km is assumed. Performance metrics were evaluated at 00 latitude,
because, for a Walker constellation, 0' represents the worst cast coverage and revisit time
performance relative to other latitudes. The longitude of the target is irrelevant due to the
nature of the constellation ground track motion over time.
Simulations were run using a time period of 90 days with the two-body orbit propagator.
The analysis can be repeated by modifying the design altitude to account for the J2 oblate-
ness perturbation, and simulating using the J2 propagation model. The Sun constraint
was left as inactive - images taken during the night are still counted. Activating the Sun
constraint causes proportional performance 'losses' over all designs, but does not provide
insight on the value of the designs themselves. Table 2.5 shows the simulation results. The
revisit time shown is for the entire constellation.
The results are sorted in descending order using the performance metric Q. This serves
to help organize the information, but it is still important to analyze each performance
metric. The highest ranking constellations by the Q metric also have a, low response time,
low regional mode revisit time, and high access time in both modes. These are all desirable
attributes. The model predicts that very low altitude constellations perform best over both
observing modes.
It is likely that drag considerations at such a low altitude (262 km) will render this
constellation very difficult to operate. The model includes station-keeping costs (fuel), but
does not account for the additional infrastructure (fuel tanks, structural support) needed
for the large propellant mass. Higher altitude constellations are not significantly affected
by this assumption since the propellant mass is a smaller fraction of the total vehicle mass.
The best performing constellation, at the more reasonable 554 km altitude, is a system
of 16 satellites each with a 34.4' angle of regard. This constellation achieves 1.01% per day
(14.5 minutes) coverage of any target at the equator in GOM, with an average revisit time
of 142 minutes. In ROM, the constellation achieves 2.06% per day (30 minutes) coverage,
with a revisit time of 88 minutes.
Table 2.5: Equatorial Performance Data for Constellations of Equal Cost, P = $728M,
NR = 2/year, Lm = 10
Constellation GLOBAL REGIONAL
Rank Q h N 0 Resp. Access Revisit Access Revisit
(km) (0) Time, Time Time Time Time
Wt,G %/Day, (hr) %/Day (hr)
(hr) wG , wR
1 3.51 262 40 55.6 0.35 2.46 0.88 5.00 0.57
2 3.21 262 60 47.0 0.23 1.91 0.82 5.39 0.38
3 2.75 262 70 41.3 0.20 1.48 0.86 5.10 0.32
4 2.68 262 20 61.9 0.69 2.16 1.33 3.32 1.16
5 2.06 262 80 33.8 0.17 0.96 1.01 4.42 0.29
6 1.85 262 10 65.9 1.39 1.66 2.17 2.07 2.34
7 1.44 554 16 34.4 0.96 1.01 2.36 2.06 1.47
8 1.41 554 20 30.4 0.77 0.91 2.22 2.19 1.17
9 1.38 554 10 41.8 1.54 1.11 2.84 1.71 2.35
10 1.36 262 90 25.2 0.15 0.53 1.29 3.48 0.26
11 1.32 554 24 26.4 0.64 0.78 2.20 2.22 0.98
12 1.07 554 30 20.6 0.51 0.55 2.33 2.09 0.78
13 0.47 881 2 37.8 8.66 0.44 10.70 0.51 11.91
14 0.40 262 100 10.9 0.14 0.10 2.85 1.57 0.24
15 0.37 881 4 22.9 4.33 0.25 10.12 0.54 5.95
16 0.25 554 40 6.9 0.39 0.07 5.52 0.89 0.59
The performance improvements observed are shown in Table 2.6, for the top ten archi-
tectures. The access time may improve by a factor of two to three, and the revisit time may
decrease by up to 80% for a given reconfiguration. It is important to note that the improve-
ments may be artifically large if the initial GOM has very poor performance. For example,
consider the Rank 5 constellation at 262 km altitude. Because of the limited field of regard,
the GOM performance is low. Transitioning to ROM provides great improvement, but does
not necessarily indicate that the constellation is a good design overall.
Table 2.6: Reconfiguration Performance Improvements at the Equator
Constellation Access Time %/Day Revisit Time (hr)
Rank h N 0 (°) GOM ROM Impr. GOM ROM Impr.
(km)
1 262 40 55.6 2.46 5.00 104% 0.88 0.57 35%
2 262 60 47.0 1.91 5.39 182% 0.82 0.38 54%
3 262 70 41.3 1.48 5.10 245% 0.86 0.32 62%
4 262 20 61.9 2.16 3.32 54% 1.33 1.16 13%
5 262 80 33.8 0.96 4.42 358% 1.01 0.29 72%
6 262 10 65.9 1.66 2.07 25% 2.17 2.34 -8%
7 554 16 34.4 1.01 2.06 105% 2.36 1.47 38%
8 554 20 30.4 0.91 2.19 141% 2.22 1.17 47%
9 554 10 41.8 1.11 1.71 54% 2.84 2.35 17%
10 262 90 25.2 0.53 3.48 554% 1.29 0.26 80%
It is worth noting that such a direct comparison of coverage and revisit time parameters
assumes constant image resolution. The resolution however varies considerably based on the
target geometry. The required image resolution Ax is 1 m at the maximum off-nadir angle
0. Images taken at an off-nadir angle less than 0 feature better resolution. The coverage and
revisit time in GOM include imaging opportunities of any resolution below the Ax = 1 m
requirement. The performance metrics in ROM, however, result from a RGT which passes
directly over the target. This pattern consistently provides opportunity for high resolution
imagery taken from directly overhead, with a significantly shorter range to target.
2.8 Summary
This chapter presented a model for a Responsive Space architecture that utilizes global and
regional observation modes. A cost model was developed and analysis performed on a series
of constellations. The results indicate that low altitude constellations are best, driven by
the optical requirements. Within each altitude there is an optimal constellation, shown
in Table 2.7. Reconfiguration offers significant improvements in coverage of the region of
interest. Due to the extreme station keeping requirements, the optimal design at the 262
km altitude is rendered impractical. This is discussed further in Section 3.3.
Table 2.7: RECON Optimal Designs for Each RGT Altitude
Altitude h, km 262 554 881
N . 40 16 2
0(deg) 55.6 34.4 37.8
Resp. Time (days) 0.35 0.96 8.66
cG 2.46 1.01 0.44
WR 5.00 2.06 0.51
Transition Gains 103% 104% 16%
A limitation encountered in this analysis is the requirement for simulation of Walker
orbits. This is a very time consuming aspect which limits the number of different systems
that can be evaluated. Chapter 3 introduces approximate metrics for the global satellite
coverage, and develops an optimization formulation to evaluate RECON system designs.
Additionally, a responsive UAV system architecture is introduced to serve as a comparison
in evaluating the cost-effectiveness of RECON.
2.9 Future Work
There are several areas for improvement of this research:
* Orbital Analysis: Consideration of higher order orbital perturbations, as well as fur-
ther research into constellations where the individual orbital planes are placed at
different inclinations.
* Cost Model: More detailed modeling of spacecraft subsystems will produce more re-
alistic cost estimates. With these improvements, a more accurate set of constellations
can be generated.
* Consideration of n > 1 RGT Orbits: This analysis was limited to RGT orbits that
have a repeat time of one day. It was assumed that images of the target could only
be taken when the satellite was on the pass of the RGT that went through the target.
With a large enough off-nadir angle 0, the target may be positioned between different
passes of the RGT. This is more easily done for n > 1, where the spacing of adjacent
RGT passes decreases. With this change, more flexibility is available in the designed
ROM orbit altitude.
* Performance Across Latitude: Analysis of performance at high latitudes, near the
constellation inclination.
* Response Time: Estimates were developed for the response time of a constellation
based on the time required for the first satellite to enter ROM. The time spent on
orbit while in ROM before imaging the target was neglected, but is in fact be up
to n = 1 days. It may be possible to formulate an optimization problem for the
reconfiguration process to develop better insights.
* On Orbit Fuel Depots: The fuel on board each satellite is a limited resource, and
critical to the reconfiguration objective. The launch of fuel depot satellites could
extend the lifetime and flexibility of the constellation. Recent research being done on
autonomous docking in space may support these objectives [50].
Chapter 3
ReCon Optimization and UAV
Alternatives
Chapter 2 introduced the RECON system architecture. A cost model was developed to
support performance analysis of different RECON constellations. Simulations were run to
determine the constellation performance and the results were analyzed. This chapter takes
an alternate approach to analyzing the RECON architecture by introducing a global coverage
performance metric to eliminate the need for time-simulation. Analysis is performed under
this modified framework to explore the nature of the optimal constellations. The second
part of this chapter introduces an alternate responsive architecture, using UAVs, and draws
comparisons between the cost and performance of each system.
3.1 Modeling Recon as an Optimization Problem
Given the nature of the reconfigurable architecture described in Chapter 2, it is natural
to consider modeling the RECON architecture as an optimization problem. Simulation in
STKTM is restrictive due to long computation times, and eliminating the need for this
element improves the efficiency of the trade-space exploration. This chapter investigates an
optimization approach using an alternative performance metric for global coverage.
3.1.1 Design Variable Constraints
The relationships explained in Chapter 2 are repeated here, split into categories of design
variables and cost variables. The primary design variables are listed in Equations (3.1).
1.22Aoh'
D = D (3.1a)
mdry = CdryD 3  (3.1b)
AVR = IVLAa (3.1c)
aa
AVT = 2NRLmAVR + AVsLm + AVd (3.1d)
md = mdry (e "o - 1) (3.1e)
mp = (mary + md)(e Vo - 1) (3.1f)
min = (mdry + m + md)(e Vo - 1) (3.lg)
The values AVs, AVd, and AVnj are a function of the semi-major axis a and the disposal
(insertion) altitude. Since they each take discrete values based on the chosen orbital altitude,
they will be handled separately. This is described in Section 3.2. Equations (2.29), (2.31),
and (2.39) govern these three parameters.
The four major contributions to the program cost are from the spacecraft payload,
bus, launch, and operations costs. These contributions are described by Equations (3.2).
Program development costs are included in the payload and bus costs.
Coptics =CopticsD 2. 6  (3.2a)
CS/C = Cdrymdry (3.2b)
Claunch = CI(mdry + •p + 77d + Cpminj) (3.2c)
Cops = ops (Coptis + C/c) (3.2d)
The major constraint of this design process, as described in Chapter 2, is the total
program budget, P. Equation (2.42) is repeated here.
L = ANB
(3.3)
L(Coptics + Cs/) + N(Claunch + Caps) < P
Here, L(N) is a function which represents the economy of scale savings when manufac-
turing many satellites. The function L(N) is a curve fit to Equations (2.35) and (2.37),
with parameters A = 1.5025 and B = 0.6442. The design constraints listed ensure that
only feasible architectures are explored. In order to evaluate these architectures, several
performance metrics are developed.
3.1.2 Performance Metrics
The desired performance properties of the satellite constellation are three-fold, as discussed
previously. An optimal constellation will have high coverage in regional observing mode
(ROM), high coverage in global observing mode (GOM), and a low response time. Three
approximations are presented for these metrics, in order to circumvent the need for simula-
tion in STKTM
The first metric is approximation of the average regional mode access time to a single
target. This equation is derived in Section 2.4.2, but repeated here for completeness.
NA
MI1 = 100 (3.4)
Metric AMll is an analytical calculation based on predictable orbit mechanics, and is therefore
an accurate representation of the problem.
The second important figure of merit for the constellation design is the performance in
global observation mode. This is calculated based on the total footprint of the constellation
over the globe. A constellation of N satellites, each with a footprint given by Equation (2.3),
is distributed over the Earth. The surface area of the Earth is given by 47Rl , however, the
constellation does not access all latitudes. The fraction of the Earth's surface area that is
accessible by the constellation is given by sin(i). The global coverage relationship may then
be predicted in Equation (3.5) as the total constellation footprint divided by the observable
surface area of the Earth.
N(27R (1 - cos(A))(
M2 = 100 N ( • - • (  /))47rR sin(i) (3.5)
1 1 - cos(A)
= 100N 2 sin(i)
The metric MJ2 gives the percent access time per day to any target on the Equator. There is
an additional factor ( included because of the disparity between coverage at the equator and
coverage near the inclination of the constellation. The metric is designed for coverage at the
equator, which is the worst case. Analysis in STKTM indicates that for i = 600, the value
of coverage at the equator is approximately 0.55 times the average value across all latitudes
within the inclination band. The value of ý, the ratio of Equatorial coverage to average
coverage, is thus taken as approximately 0.55. See Appendix A for details regarding this
parameter and validation of 1M2. Metric M2 is based on geometric arguments and accurately
models the scenario. Comparison with simulations in STK T" reveals that M 2 provides an
error of approximately 3% on average. The standard deviation of the error is approximately
16.5%.
Finally, the third figure of merit is the response time of the constellation. The response
time of the constellation is an analytical result from the expressions derived in Section 2.4.3
as Equation (2.17). Metric 1M3 is given by Equation (3.6). The inverse of response time is
used so that lower values of response time yield larger figure of merit values.
M3 = (ResponseTime)- 1
(27RE1 -1 (3.6)
Nk AD (3.6)
= 3r 
.a k2AaN
Days,
The response time does not include the time spent while on the repeating ground track orbit,
before the first image of the target is taken. Given the potentially large field of regard of the
satellites, it is likely that an image of the target can be captured by a, satellite still in the
Walker configuration, before a reconfigured satellite passes overhead in a repeating ground
track. In either case, the responsiveness of the image strongly correlates with metric M 3.
3.1.3 Objective Function
The choice of an objective function for the problem is largely at the discretion of the system
architect. An appropriate objective function will: 1) favor architectures with high figures
of merit 1I1, •M2, MA3 , and 2) Promote a balance between M11, M12 , AI3. In order to meet
criteria 1), a weighting function a is employed to normalize the three metric values. 'Tle
figure of merit 1M3 has a nominal value near one, while M, and M 2, which represent the
percentage of coverage time per day in ROM and GOM, have nominal values near 2 and
1, respectively. In order to normalize the individual objectives, a function q, in Equation
(3.7) is introduced.
qi = [al a2 a 3] [M1i M2 M3] (3.7)
The metric values are normalized using a = [0.5 11]. To meet criteria 2), the difference be-
tween metric values must also be considered in the objective function. This is accomplished
by constructing q2 in Equation (3.8).
q2 = Q ( aI MA - a 2 -]M2/ + a 2M2/2 - 0 3M 3• ) (3.8)
Here, 3 is a second weighting parameter used to adjust the contribution of the balancing
objective to the overall objective function. Finally, the full objective function is constructed
as in Equation (3.9).
Q = qi - q2
(3.9)
= a . M - /3 aiAI - a 2 -M2 - 2 0a2M - a 3M 3I
In the analysis to follow, / is set to a value of one. Low values of 3(< 0.5) imply little
interest in balancing the attributes of the constellation. Optimized results for low values
of 3 tend to favor one particular objective, for example minimizing the response time.
High values of 0(> 1.5) imply that balancing constellation performance is most critical,
eliminating flexibility in the nature of the solution. Figure 3-1 shows the transition from
small to medium values of 3. The tradespace shown is Aa versus 0 for fixed altitude h =
554 km with k = 15. The optimal solution for 3 = 0 is one in which the altitude offset
Aa is maximized (thus response time is minimized), but the maximum off-nadir angle 0 is
left to be only a few degrees. This results in very short response time at the expense of
ROM and GOM coverage. At (3 = 1, the optimal solution has a non-zero angle 0. The
constellation specified by this optimum provides balanced ROM and GOM coverage, as well
as low response time. A value of 3 = 1 suffices in providing a balance between the three
objectives.
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3.2 Optimization Process
This section explores optimal solutions under the framework provided in Section 3.1. The
general problem type is a Mixed Integer Non-linear Program (MINLP). Several of the
constraints listed for this problem are non-linear, and the discrete choice of the repeating
ground track altitude adds a combinatorial (i.e. integer) aspect to the problem. Methods
exist for solving Mixed Integer Non-linear Programs, for example Benders Decomposition
[16]. The discrete selection of altitude related parameters can be performed by adding the
linear constraints described by Equations (3.10).
T
a = aiyi (3.10a)
i=l
T
k = Zkyi (3.10b)
i=l
T
A = AV3,iyi (3.10c)
i=1
T
AVd = AVd,iYi (3.10d)
i=1
T
AVinj = AVinj,iYi (3.10e)
i=1
TSyi = (3.10f)
i=l
Yi E {0, 1} (3.10g)
Here, T is the total number of orbit options available, beginning at the lowest altitude. For
example, ai = 6640 km, ki = 16 represents the one-day repeating ground track orbit at a
262 km altitude, where ai = RE+ hi. The values AV8 ,i, AVd,i, and AVinj,i can be calculated
for each altitude a priori using the equations in Section 2.5.3 and 2.5.5.
Several factors encourage the use of full enumeration rather than optimization. First,
the set of combinatorial options is limited to the number of feasible repeating ground track
altitudes. For LEO altitudes with n = 1 day repeat periods, this is conservatively less
than five, since k < 12 represents orbital altitudes above 1,666 km. Orbits higher than this
will certainly experience prohibitive optics requirements to meet the 1 m ground resolution
objective. Additionally, the equality constraints listed in Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are
largely uncoupled. Specifically, the selection of k, 0, and Aa determine the value of all of
the constraints. Finally, the discovery of the global maximum during optimization requires
that the objective function and constraints be convex. It is not immediately clear that all
of the constraints are convex.
A set of modules were developed in MATLAB® to explore the design trade space. The
process is carried out in the following steps:
1. Select an orbital altitude to fix k, h, a.
2. Determine the limiting off-nadir angle 0, based on Earth geometry.
3. Iterate over the range of Aa and 8.
Calculate D, mdry, VR, AVs, AVT, mp.
Evaluate Coptics, Cs/c, Claunch, and Cops.
Solve Equations (3.3) for L and N.
Evaluate the objective function and store the result.
4. Return the optimal function value and corresponding design.
Given the design of a single satellite, the number N that may be produced given the
budget P is calculated. At each iteration the current design is compared to the discovered
optimum design, and the new optimum is stored. This process allows for very quick analysis
of different constellation configurations. The optimal constellation across different altitudes
can be found simply by comparing the optimal constellations within each altitude. Appendix
*D contains the source code. The next section presents the optimal constellations for a budget
comparable to that used in Chapter 2.
3.3 Analysis Results
Sections 3.1 through 3.2 described the process for quickly evaluating RECON constellations.
This section presents the results of this approach using the same mission parameters as in
Chapter 2. Figure 3-2 shows the optimization space across Aa and 0 for a 554 km altitude
orbit design.
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Figure 3-2: Contour Plot of RECON Optimization Space for 554 km Altitude Design
Table 3.1: Optimal RECON Designs at Three Design Altitudes
Parameter
h, km
N
0, deg
D, m
Aa, km
mdry, kg
mp + md, kg
AVR, m/s
AVT, m/s
Q
M1
M2
1/M3
Constellation
A B C
262 554 881
31 16 4
58.3 35.2 25.9
0.48 0.63 0.91
26.3 21.1 36.8
216 487 1441
529 113 571
15.4 11.5 18.8
3642 616 983
6.90 3.12 0.92
4.36 2.13 0.620
2.55 1.04 0.307
0.341 0.920 2.35
It is clear that an optimum exists between 0 = 300 and 0 = 450, and above Aa = 20 km.
The optimal design for this altitude is shown in Table 3.1, alongside the results at two other
design altitudes. There are several noteworthy trends. As expected, fewer satellites may
be purchased at higher altitudes due to increasing optics size requirements. The optimal
value of Aa is similar across all three altitudes. The objective value Q of the optimal
constellations is highest at the lowest design altitude. As the design altitude increases, the
optimal objective value decreases.
.
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Table 3.2: Optimal RECON Design Comparison to Simulated Results
Parameter Value
h, km 554
N 16
0, deg 35.2
D, m 0.63
Aa, km 20
mdry, kg 487
mp, kg 109
AVR, m/s 11.0
AVT, m/s 593
Q 3.10
M11  2.13
M2 1.04
1/VM3 0.97
It is important to note that the optimal constellation design at 262 km features a pro-
pellant mass of 529 kg per satellite, approximately 71% of the satellite wet mass. Although
the stationkeeping AV requirement was modeled in this effort, one shortcoming is the ab-
sence of additional structural mass (increased bus size, propellant tanks) due to the large
amount of propellant. This effect is significant in cases where the propellant mass is a large
fraction of the total mass. The results at higher altitudes are not appreciably affected, as
the propellant mass fractions for designs B and C are a more reasonable at 19% and 28%,
respectively.
In order to draw a comparison to the analysis in Chapter 2, the analysis is repeated for
Aa limited to be less than 20 km. The result is shown in Table 3.2, and is very similar to
constellation B in Table 3.1. As in Chapter 2, the optimal constellation at 554km altitude
features N = 16 satellites, each with an angle of regard 0 of approximately 35'. The
coverage and response time properties are very similar, since they flow immediately from
N and 0.
This section introduced an optimization approach to the RECON architecture design
problem. By eliminating the need for simulation in STKTM, the analysis times are reduced
significantly, to the order of seconds instead of hours. The trends seen in the optimal
solutions in Chapter 2 appear again under the optimization formulation. Low altitudes
tend to perform the best. Optimal systems tend to have an angle of regard 0 between 300
and 400, since above this the costs become prohibitive. The next section investigates the
use of UAVs as an alternative to the RECON responsive architecture to draw performance
and cost comparisons across two different domains.
3.4 Utility of UAVs as ReCon Alternative
There are many approaches for Responsive Space, as discussed in Section 2.2. In the interest
of comparing RECON to another responsive architecture, this thesis studies the use of UAVs
to perform reconnaissance. This section compares several candidate UAV architectures to
RECON in terms of cost and capability.
UAVs are considerably more agile then spacecraft in terms of performing reconnaissance
on a target. If several are held in storage for use in an emergency, they can be delivered to
the appropriate site and deployed for continuous use. Alternatively, if many are stationed
all over the globe, they can be very responsive to any arising event, possibly providing
coverage within hours. Reconnaissance UAVs fly at altitudes between 6000 and 20000 m,
so their capacity to take high resolution images is greatly increased over spacecraft which
orbit at hundreds of kilometers in altitude. Additionally, with maximum mission flight
duration over 24 hours, continuous monitoring of the target requires only several vehicles.
These performance capabilities show promise for persistent surveillance. In order to support
the feasibility of the RECON architecture, comparisons are drawn to other reconnaissance
systems. For these reasons, this thesis explores UAVs as an alternative to satellites in
performing this reconnaissance task.
3.4.1 ReCon Costing
One of the important elements of the RECON satellite constellation research was the devel-
opment of the cost model. The RECON cost model was developed in Section 2.5 to compare
constellations of equal cost and thus determine the best performance per unit cost. In doing
so, the actual monetary value of each constellation was not critical to the results, since the
costs were only compared relative to each other. It was acknowledged that the cost esti-
mates were low, especially considering the historical costs of government satellite programs.
The baseline cost calculated for an example 20 satellite constellation, able to provide 1 m
resolution panchromatic imagery, was $768M.
A more realistic cost for this satellite constellation must be determined in order to per-
form a first order comparison with a UAV system. Based on historical data for U.S. Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) satellites, a satellite in the range of 400-600 kg may cost anywhere
from $100M to $800M [6]. Unfortunately, cost information for the Earth-observing IKONOS
and EROS missions is not readily available. Many ongoing DOD programs have experienced
significant cost increases and delays. The Wide band Gap filler Satellite program will pro-
vide military communications; its total cost is near $2B for 5 satellites. Similarly, the Space
Radar program, which now calls for 8 satellites, has a projected cost of $4B [12]. This
equates to a per satellite cost of close to $500M.
The cost of a single high resolution Earth-observing satellite, for the purposes of this
thesis, is taken to be $400M. A constellation of 20 satellites, assuming a learning curve in
production (Section 2.5.4), costs approximately $4B.
3.4.2 Modern UAV System Capabilities
There are several UAV systems currently in operation by the U.S. Government. The MQ-1
Predator began as an Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration (ACTD) in 1994, and
was further pursued by the Air Force for reconnaissance. The U.S. military used iterations
of the initial Predator design extensively in Afghanistan and Iraq.
Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical began developing the RQ-4 Global Hawk in 1995 for a more
focused surveillance role as a High Altitude Endurance (HAE) UAV [49]. The Global Hawk
features Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), Electro-Optical (EO), and Infrared (IR) sensors
and has a maximum flight time of 30.5 hours. The military has employed prototypes in
operation, though there were noted technical failures. The government has given consider-
able attention to the cost and schedule overruns of the program, and the cost per aircraft,
including development costs, now sits at $130.5M [48]. The Naval Research Advisory Com-
mittee quoted operations costs for the UAV as high as $26,500 per hour [1]. Despite these
concerns, the program remains in development with models planned for the Air Force and
Navy.
Among the currently existing UAV systems, the Global Hawk should serve as an ap-
propriate vehicle to model the response times and performance of UAV systems. The so-
phisticated sensing hardware and HAE capabilities make it an appropriate reconnaissance
system in the context of the mission.
Table 3.3: Global Hawk Characteristics [23, 48]
Parameter Value
Flight Rate 0.179 km/s
Max Flight Time 28 hours
Max Range 22,000 km
Repair Time 6 hr
Operations Costs 26,500$/hr
Unit Cost 130.5 MS$
3.4.3 UAV Architecture Analysis
This section discusses the performance characteristics of the Global Hawk UAV and intro-
duce two designs for achieving the reconnaissance objective. A global distribution model
is suggested for rapid response time, and a central storage and deployment model is also
described as a lower cost option.
The intrinsic performance characteristics of a single UAV determine the responsiveness
of a fleet of UAVs. Using the performance numbers from the Global Hawk UAV, as shown
in Table 3.3, the responsiveness of a globally distributed fleet can be determined.
The maximum flight time is taken as several hours less than the demonstrated value of
30.5 hours, to account for any operational inefficiency. The repair time is approximated as
simply a fraction of the maximum flight time, to allow for refueling and any maintenance.
The reconnaissance mission requires responsiveness to any target on the Earth, and for
the purposes of the UAV analysis this is set as the total land mass on the Earth (outside
Antarctica), approximately 148.9 million km2
The mission duration - the duration of desired target coverage starting at initial noti-
fication - is set at 45 days. The goal of the UAV fleet is to arrive on target as quickly as
possible, and then provide continuous coverage for the entire mission. The first vehicle is
sent as soon as the target location is known. It provides coverage for as long as possible,
until it must return to base to refuel. When it returns to base, it hands off the imaging
responsibilities to a second UAV deployed to replace it. If there is sufficient time for the
first vehicle to return to the base, refuel and be repaired, and return to the target location
to replace the second, then only two UAVs are required. If not, continuous coverage may
call for three UAVs.
A total program cost can be estimated by taking into consideration both the vehicle
and operations costs, and using the appropriate number of vehicles to provide continuous
coverage. This cost assumes that there will be two missions each year for ten years. This
is the same assumption that is used in the RECON satellite analysis. These data are used
to develop two models for UAV reconnaissance.
Global Distribution Model
One model for accomplishing this responsive reconnaissance task is distributing UAV sys-
tems evenly all over the globe so that in an emergency the closest station could respond.
This may leave many units unused, but it allows for a very low response time. A simple
relationship between the response time and the range to target is shown in Figure 3-3, based
on the flight speed of the Global Hawk.
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Figure 3-3: UAV Responsiveness to Target
The number of UAVs required for the mission is determined by first calculating the
response area footprint for a single UAV. For a maximum range to target, r, this area
is 7rr 2 . If the land mass of the Earth is S, then the mission requires S/irr 2 UAV bases.
The parameter r is the furthest distance that any target can be from a UAV base. The
maximum range to target r determines the number of UAVs to be placed at each base. By
varying the maximum range to target that each UAV base would be responsible for, the
program cost changes dramatically, as shown in Figure 3-4. The program cost includes both
vehicle purchase and operational costs, but does not include costs for installing new bases
if necessary.
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Figure 3-4: Total UAV Program Cost for Global Distribution
Note that there is a slight jump in cost near 4000 km range to target, because at this
distance, three UAVs instead of two are required to provide continuous coverage. The
minimum cost occurs at approximately 3500 km. At this design point, the maximum
response time is near 5.5 hours, and each UAV operates for 17 hours over the target. Only
eight UAVs are required in this case, and the total cost is $1.95B.
Note that this cost is based upon the Global Hawk, which currently has upwards of 50
vehicles planned for production. These high production volumes drive down the unit cost.
Accordingly, if this reconnaissance mission requires only eight vehicles, then the $1.95B
cost is only appropriate for the use of a standard or slightly modified UAVs already in
production. If the new UAV were to be commissioned for this individual purpose, the costs
would increase.
Shorter response times are possible if a larger UAV fleet is purchased. For instance, with
a maximum range to target of 1000 km, the response time is 1.6 hours and total program
cost near $13B. Because of the proximity of the base to the target, each UAV would be
able to operate for 25 hours over the target. For this configuration, satisfying the maximum
range to target over the Earth's land mass requires 95 UAVs.
Intrinsic in these calculations is the assumption of the ability to base several UAVs within
3500 km (or even 1000 km) of any target on the Earth's land mass. This is optimistic, and
is constrained by physical base locations.
Central Storage and Deployment Model
A more cost-effective strategy is to purchase only three UAVs, and reposition them upon
target notification. This solution sacrifices the initial response time in favor of having a
smaller fleet of UAVs. The farthest relocation distance would be on the other side of the
Earth, which requires a travel of 20,000 km. The maximum range of the Global Hawk is
approximately 22,000 km. Assuming that a base exists in proximity to the target, the UAV
fleet could make the initial trip in close to 30 hours under their own propulsion, or perhaps
more likely via another transport mechanism. Thereafter, the UAVs can provide continuous
coverage operating out of a local base. Three vehicles can accomplish this task for a total
cost of approximately $500M.
3.4.4 Performance Comparison
A performance comparison is made between RECON and the two UAV architectures dis-
cussed in Section 3.4.3. Due to the additional capabilities of the satellite constellation -
global coverage over time - over UAVs, a simple program cost comparison does not quite
capture the situation. A more effective approach is to apply value to each configuration of
the satellite system. In this way, the total cost can be considered a combination of the cost
of the global coverage capability and the cost of the regional, or reconfigured, capability.
If it is assumed that half of the value of the RECON mission is in the ability to recon-
figure, then a more direct comparison can be made to a UAV system. The performance
characteristics of the satellite constellation and several UAV options are shown in Table 3.4.
Qualitatively, the results can be succinctly summarized. In the case of RECON, a satellite
might take the first image of the target within several hours, but the reconfiguration may
not be complete for many days. Even after it is complete, coverage is not continuous. When
using UAVs, the initial response times may be slower, but once on site the reconnaissance
is continuous for the 45 day mission duration.
A simple cost comparison indicates that a low cost globally distributed UAV system
fulfills the responsiveness mission requirements for the same cost as a satellite constellation.
As expected, the response time of the UAV system is longer, but once in place the coverage
is much higher.
The more responsive UAV option, meanwhile, seems excessive in terms of the relative
costs, while the centrally stored UAV option is not able to compete with the responsiveness
of the satellite constellation. Considering the relative economy of the centrally stored UAV
system, it may serve to complement the satellite system, but for reasons of response time
it will not be able to replace it. Note that the importance of the response time depends on
the nature of the event to be investigated; here it has been assumed that the emergency
scenarios are extremely time-critical.
3.4.5 Political Issues of Aerial vs. Satellite Reconnaissance
Section 3.4.4 provided a discussion of the performance of both RECON and UAV systems.
However, there are other elements to be considered when comparing the RECON and UAV
options. Although the globally distributed UAV system cost is only half of the total satellite
constellation cost and can fulfill the responsiveness objective, there are advantages to having
a space based system.
The 1960 U-2 crisis, in which a spy plane was shot down over the Soviet Union, serves as
a good example of the tensions which exist over airspace. Even very recently, in 2001, a U.S.
Navy EP-3 surveillance aircraft was forced to make an emergency landing on Chinese soil
after colliding with a fighter sent to intercept it. This incident garnered much publicity, and
still today aerial reconnaissance remains a sensitive military strategy which has potential
Table 3.4: Satellite and UAV Performance Metrics
System Config. Descr. # Max. Re- Coverage Cost
Units sponse Time per Day ($B)
RECON N/A N/A 20 First Image: 30 min. per 2.0*
1.5 hrs, Recon- day from
fig. Complete: 20 satellite
15 days max passes
Globally Low Re- 95 1.6 hr Continuous 13.0
UAV Distributed sponse
Time
Low Cost 8 5.5 hr Continuous 2.0
Centrally N/A 3 30 hr Continuous 0.5
Stored &
Deployed
*Assumes half the value of the RECON mission is in the ability to reconfigure
and respond to events.
for creating further conflict.
Many countries very aggressively protect their airspace, and the ability of UAVs to
perform reconnaissance missions, even with stealth technology, remains in question. Using
aircraft for reconnaissance in military situations remains a risky endeavor, and depending
on the political sensitivity of the situation, satellite imagery may be the only reliable way
to gather intelligence. A 2003 U.S. government report was very clear with this message,
stating that "U.S. national security is critically and increasingly dependent upon space
systems," and additionally that "UAV and other programs complement, but do not replace
space [18]."
3.4.6 Summary
Many of the conclusions regarding this comparison depend heavily on the value that is
placed on responsiveness. A globally distributed system of UAVs may be able to replace
a satellite constellation's ability to reconfigure by sacrificing response time for continuous
coverage. A system of eight vehicles can be implemented at a reasonable cost and provide
a response time of 5.5 hours. Central storage and deployment of UAVs offers an even more
economical solution with a three vehicle system that can be implemented for a fraction
of the RECON mission cost. This setup would provide a maximum response time of 30
hours, and complement the capabilities of a satellite system. Issues of airspace, however,
will likely inhibit many of the desired reconnaissance missions if UAV stealth technology is
unavailable. In military scenarios where political tensions are too high to risk the uncovering
of a spy UAV, a satellite system can be deployed more discreetly. Furthermore, if both space
and aerial systems were selected to work in concert, the military may opt to design down
the RECON system to accommodate fewer reconfigurations. Situations which are not time-
critical and where the target is available for over-flight might call only for UAV deployment.
Given the limits of UAV reconnaissance, especially for military applications, it may be
best to consider the two methods as complementary and not look to choose one over the
other. *With this approach, the question then becomes whether the performance improve-
ments generated by reconfiguration are worth the extra expense when only considering the
utility of the satellite imagery. This question stands regardless of what any UAV system,
because of its politically-based unreliability, might be able to provide.
Chapter 4
Image Collection Planning
Interest has grown recently in developing lightweight, modular space telescopes which are
more cost-effective than traditional monolithic telescope designs. As space systems become
less massive, however, they also become more flexible. The added flexibility affects the
maneuverability of the satellite, as longer times are needed to allow vibrations to settle.
This is especially a concern for low altitude Earth-observing satellites, which maneuver
frequently and have limited access times to desired targets. The optimization of imaging
for these satellites is subject to orbital, slewing, and geometric constraints.
The objective of this chapter is to develop accurate models of the image collection op-
timization problem - also called the satellite scheduling problem. Graph search, dynamic
programming, and linear programming techniques are used to model the optimization prob-
lem. Algorithm modifications are additionally proposed to model the use of a steering mirror
to enhance the satellite's field of regard. Implemented optimization methods are employed
in Chapter 5 to study the implications of agility and flexibility in the design of a lightweight
space telescope.
4.1 Introduction
Satellite systems are a very expensive resource, and it is important that they be operated
efficiently. Mission planning and scheduling is critical to the success of any space mission.
For astronomical telescopes, observations may occur over very long time durations to detect
light from distant stars. In this case, the time spent imaging is a large fraction of the total
time, while the time spent slewing to observe new targets comprises a relatively smaller
fraction. When considering terrestrial science targets, this may not necessarily be the case.
Imaging times are shorter, and the agility of the satellite plays a much larger role in the
number of images that can be collected during a given time period. It is therefore important
to consider the effects of different design parameters on the agility of a space telescope, which
in turn determines the overall imaging efficiency.
Previous work has been done on the design of lightweight space systems. The Modu-
lar Optical Space Telescope (MOST) is a tool which enables rapid trade-space exploration
for the design and analysis of a lightweight space telescope [61, 15]. Both monolithic and
segmented aperture configurations are considered, and the model is parameterized by vari-
ables such as the focal length and mirror areal density, among many others. MOST uses an
integrated approach, developing a Finite Element Model (FEM) for each telescope instan-
tiation, running NASTRAN to extract the satellite normal modes, and performing analysis
to calculate performance metrics. Various control algorithms are used to compensate for
the flexibility of these lightweight systems. Still, the reconfiguration time for the satellite -
the time it takes to slew to a new target and allow vibrations to settle - is a strong function
of the satellite design.
In order to first address the interaction between satellite agility and imaging perfor-
mance, several optimization formulations are developed using graph-search, linear program-
ming, and dynamic programming techniques. Each determines the performance of a given
satellite design in imaging a set of targets. The advantages and disadvantages of each
approach are discussed in terms of modeling accuracy and computational performance.
The question that Chapters 4 and 5 aim to answer are:
* How does the design of the satellite affect its agility?
* How do the changes in satellite agility affect operational performance?
* What design heuristics can we apply in future analysis?
To answer these questions, the following approach is taken: 1) develop tools to analyze
operational satellite performance for appropriate scenarios; 2) use the MOST model to
explore different design parameters; and 3) analyze the operational performance of these
designs.
Section 4.2 reviews previous work that has been done in satellite scheduling (image
collection optimization). Section 4.3 defines the problem accurately and Section 4.4 presents
three approaches for solving it. A comparison of these approaches is presented in Section
4.4.4. Section 4.5 describes extensions which allow the modeling of a fast steering mirror
(FSM) as part of the optimization framework. Preliminary analyses using the FSM are
presented to demonstrate potential operational performance improvements.
Chapter 5 builds upon the work presented in this chapter to compare the imaging
productivity of different satellite designs.
4.2 Literature Review
A major operational task for any satellite is to schedule events (e.g. image target i, down
link to ground station, calibrate star trackers) such that mission requirements are met
and optimal use is made of resources. This problem falls into the more general category
of resource allocation. An example problem from a different domain is the scheduling of
a professional sports league season. The resources (stadiums) must be assigned to pairs
of teams such that the correct number of games are scheduled, and each team is able
to play every other team. Resource allocation problems can be solved by a variety of
tools in optimization, including linear programming, dynamic programming, and constraint
satisfaction.
There is extensive literature on image collection optimization in space systems. Partial
enumeration of feasible schedules is a simple approach that is satisfactory for small problems
[29]. Graph search algorithms have been used to model the satellite scheduling problem and
also find best imaging paths based on multiple criteria [20, 22]. Efforts have been made
recently to focus on the difficulties introduced by so called agile satellites, which are able
to maneuver in three dimensions. Satellites such as IKONOS and the recently launched
WorldView-1 take advantage of this and are able to image significantly more targets of
interest. This additional flexibility comes at the cost of added scheduling complexity. Lin-
ear programming techniques have been suggested [21, 19, 43]. Integer programming with
Lagrangian relaxation has been used to model the problem with additional criteria includ-
ing storage and power constraints [42]. Constraint Satisfaction (Constraint Programming)
has also been investigated [51]. Verfaillie and Lematre consider several approaches, includ-
ing greedy, dynamic programming, and constraint programming algorithms to tackle this
problem [39]. Local search techniques, such as Tabu search and genetic algorithms, have
also been investigated [28, 68, 62, 41, 27, 40]. Hybrid algorithms have been pursued to
combine the best aspects of two different approaches to improve the solutions [42]. Some
work has been done to compare many different approaches [7, 26, 63, 24]. Martin provides
an overview of the image collection optimization process as it applies to the operational
IKONOS satellite [44].
The process for selecting specific targets to image may take place over the course of a
full month. The initial target set may contain upwards of 20,000 locations [44]. Monthly
and weekly refinements are made to the schedule. Finally, a daily schedule is produced
that identifies the sequence of events for the day, allotting time to imaging windows while
making sure to satisfy thermal, power, and capacity constraints. The focus in this chapter
is on the optimization of imaging events within a single imaging window. It is assumed
that potential imaging targets are randomly distributed around the Earth's landmass. As
the objective is to perform rapid analysis and comparison of satellite designs, additional
constraints such as satellite thermal limits and data storage capacity are not considered
here. In theory, a full satellite scheduling system with all physical constraints could be
applied to evaluate various designs, but computation times would be prohibitive.
It should be noted that it is reasonable to consider both perfect and approximate opti-
mization approaches. Stochastic algorithms (e.g. Simulated Annealing) yield near optimal
solutions in significantly less runtime than their optimal counterparts. Due to the random-
ized and non-optimal nature of these algorithms, however, it is difficult to make conclusions
about the performance of a system based on a small set of scenarios. A Monte Carlo method
must be used. The computational performance savings gained by approximating the so-
lution are lost in this way. The approach taken in this thesis is to use optimal problem
formulations. Several methods are presented in an effort to 1) compare runtime perfor-
mance of different implementations and 2) provide validation of successively sophisticated
models.
4.3 Problem Definition
The general image collection optimization problem is presented. This problem forms the
basis for this chapter, and is investigated with several different algorithms in Section 4.4.
Consider a satellite at an altitude h. The satellite field of regard is defined by a target
minimum elevation angle, j7. The satellite must be above the target local horizon by an
angle of at least 7r in order for an image to be captured. The field of view, FOV - the size of
the instantaneous sensor footprint on the ground - is defined by the on board optics. As the
satellite orbits the Earth, it sweeps out an area proportional to its orbital velocity, v, and
field of regard. This is illustrated in Figure 4-1. During this time, it has an opportunity
to image i = 1...N targets, each at a different geographic location. Each target has an
associated priority wi. The objective is to maximize accumulated wi during the given time
window, subject to constraints on geometry and satellite agility. Targets 1 and N are
considered dummy targets which indicate the starting and ending position of the satellite.
Figure 4-2 shows the geometry of the problem. The following are relevant problem variables.
Figure 4-1: Imaging Window of an Orbiting Satellite [22]
* N: Number of targets to consider.
* xi, yi: The location in the ground plane of target i.
* ti: The time at which target i is imaged.
* a, b: The dimensions of image-able area.
* di: The imaging time required for target i.
* sij: The transition time required between imaging targets i and j.
* wi: The priority of imaging target i. Taken as an integer, 1 < wi < 10.
. r7: The minimum target elevation angle.
* v: Satellite orbital velocity.
* h: Satellite altitude.
This problem has several important aspects. It is a combinatorial problem since fi-
nite combinations of images can be selected. It is also a non-linear problem because of
the complicated satellite dynamics between images taken at different geometries. Section
4.4 pursues three methods for solving the image collection problem. A graph search and
integer programming algorithm are developed under some simplifying assumptions before
considering a more general problem using dynamic programming.
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Figure 4-2: Geometry of the Image Collection Optimization Problem
4.4 Implemented Algorithms
There are many different approaches which can be taken to solve the problem described in
Section 4.3. This section describes three algorithms in the interest of identifying the merits
of each approach and common assumptions that are made. The performance of each is
investigated in Section 4.4.4.
4.4.1 Depth-First Branch and Bound
This section describes the formulation and implementation of a graph search algorithm to
solve the Image Collection Optimization problem.
One set of algorithms that can be applied to this problem are graph search algorithms.
Graph search is fundamental to computer science and artificial intelligence disciplines. The
abstract definition of a graph search problem is as follows [54]: consider a graph which
consists of a set of vertices V (i = 1... N) connected in some fashion by a set of arcs
(i, j) E E. The objective is to find a path between the start node S and the goal node G.
In order to explore the graph in an attempt to find a feasible path, a search algorithm
often begins by expanding all paths that can leave S. In some prescribed order, the algo-
rithm expands all of these new paths, at each step checking to see if G has been reached.
Common search orderings are Breadth-first and Depth-first. Breadth-first search system-
atically explores paths nearest to S, expanding outwards. Depth-first, on the other hand,
aggressively expands outward from S. Depending on the structure of the tree, one algorithm
may perform significantly better than another. In general, Breadth-first search has higher
memory requirements, while Depth-first requires more computation time.
To apply this structure to the image collection planning problem, the assumption is
made that the satellite is constrained to image only by rotating in the roll direction, around
its velocity vector. That is, images are only taken exactly when the satellite passes the
target, in azimuth of either 7r/2 or -7r/2. Figure 4-3 illustrates the roll and pitch angles for
an orbiting satellite. It will be explained later how this assumption can be relaxed. Each
image is taken with the roll-rate of the satellite equal to zero. Consider the geometry shown
in Figure 4-2. In this figure, the satellite enters the imaging area at x = 0, with the velocity
vector in the positive x direction. There are N - 2 targets distributed over the total area.
These targets are labeled in ascending order from left to right, such that xj > xi.
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Figure 4-3: Satellite Attitude Definitions [20]
Given characteristics of the satellite agility, the feasibility of all imaging transitions is
determined. The required transition time sij is calculated based on the angular change
that the satellite must undergo between targets i and j, as well as the satellite agility. A
mathematical description of the graph is given in Equations (4.1).
1... NE V (4.1a)
ij = arctan - arctan h (4.1b)
sij = f (¢ij) (4.1c)
sij <_ - sx -=- (i,j) E (4.1d)V
(1,j) EE Vj = 2 ... N (4.1e)
(i,N) E E Vi = 1...N- 1 (4.1f)
The value ¢ij is the angle that the satellite must traverse in order to image targets i
and j in sequence. The function f characterizes the agility of the satellite. It specifies the
time required, sij, for the satellite to perform a maneuver of magnitude /ij. If sij is less
than the time it takes for the satellite to travel from xi to xj (xi ), then the transition
is feasible, and the arc (i, j) is thus a member of the feasible transition arc set E. We
assume imaging time, di, to be negligible. All transitions exiting node 1 and entering node
N are automatically feasible, since 1 and N are dummy targets which represent the satellite
entering the imaging area. The start node S is defined as vertex 1 at the left edge of the
ground plane in Figure 4-2. The goal node G is vertex N at the right edge of the ground
plane. At this point the graph structure has been defined, and the outcome of any graph
search algorithm applied to this tree is a traversable path from node 1 to N.
Figure 4-4: Depiction of the Graph Search Problem
The general structure of the search tree is shown in Figure 4-4. Specific branches are
pruned based on the feasible transitions in E. The specific search method implemented here
is Depth-first. Appendix B contains details regarding this choice. Nodes with lower values
of i are expanded first, as this generally results in a path that images more targets. In order
to find an optimal path, however, we must consider also the target priorities, wi. Instead
of terminating upon reaching the goal node G, the algorithm instead stores the path and
corresponding value, and continue to explore the search tree. At each successive discovery
of the goal node G through a unique path, the algorithm compares the current path to the
currently known optimal path. If the current path is of higher value, the stored optimal
path is updated. This continues until all paths have been explored.
This exhaustive search is very computationally intensive. To improve the search, con-
sider first how the graph is explored. As the search algorithm explores paths extending from
S, a set of new partial paths is added to the search queue for later exploration. Each partial
path from S to an intermediate node i has an associated partial cost - the cost accumulated
by taking the given path from S to i. When the path to node i is extended to node j, the
total accumulated cost is updated.
In order to accelerate the search, a branch-and-bound method is employed to eliminate
inferior paths. The information regarding the cost of partial paths to intermediate nodes
can be used to improve the search efficiency. A cost vector c of length N is initialized to
zero. The value c(i) represents the score of the best possible path to node i that has been
discovered thus far. As paths are extended from S, the cost of each partial path is stored.
Each time a, path is expanded to a new node j, the partial cost of that path is compared
to c(j). If c(j) is greater, then a better path from 1 to j has already been found, and the
current path is discarded. If c(j) is less than the value of the partial path in question, then
c(j) is updated accordingly and the partial path will continue to be explored.
The graph search method is simple to implement. Appendix E contains source code
for an implementation in MATLAB@. Additional modifications can be made to allow for
slewing in the satellite pitch direction as well (Figure 4-3). Consider a graph with a vertex
set V described by two pieces of information: the target index i and an imaging time k.
In a similar fashion, a graph can be set up such that (i, k), (j, m) E E where the transition
time S(i,j),(k,m) between (i,k) and (j,m) is less than m - k. This idea is further explored and
implemented using dynamic programming in Section 4.4.3.
4.4.2 Integer Programming
Another common approach in optimization problems is linear programming [9]. Linear
programming is a very extensive field, and even within the field of satellite scheduling there
have been many approaches provided. Verfaillie and Lematre suggest a method based on
a modified Traveling Salesman Problem [39]. In general, the way that the optimization
problem is defined - the selection of decision variables and design of constraints - can have
a significant effect on the performance.
Consider the same problem as discussed previously. The satellite is constrained to image
only in the roll direction, and must optimally choose from a set of N targets. One way to
phrase this problem as a linear program is shown in Equation (4.2). Define zi as a binary
variable evaluated as one if target i is imaged.
N
max z~wi (4.2a)
i=1
zi + zj < 1 V (i,j) V E (4.2b)
zi E {0, 1} (4.2c)
The main constraint (4.2b) on the maximization problem enforces the fact that if two
targets i and j cannot be imaged consecutively, then at most only one of them can be
imaged. Although this formulation is valid, there exists a way of describing the optimization
problem that in practice performs better. This is the result of differences in the shape of
the feasible optimization space, in particular the way that solvers use branch and bound to
find a solution [9].
Instead of identifying which targets are imaged as a single variable zi, the new formu-
lation uses a binary variable xij to represent if target j is imaged after target i. If xij = 1,
then both i and j are imaged, in that order. Note that this definition implies that the
objective is to find a route through the targets from 1 to N. This is indeed analogous to the
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). In the standard TSP, the goal is to find the shortest
path that visits all N points in a plane exactly once, and returns to the starting point. As
in the TSP, constraints that enforce the concept of a feasible path through a set of points
are implemented. The main differences are that in the satellite scheduling problem, it is
possible that only a subset of the points may be visited. Furthermore, the objective is to
find the longest (or highest value) path. Equation (4.3) is adapted from [39] and describes
the objective function and constraints on the problem.
N
max xijwi (4.3a)
i=1
Zxij- Z Xjk= 0 Vj =1...N (4.3b)
i=1 k=1
Zxij 5 1 Vj = 1...N (4.3c)
i=1
EZXj = 1 (4.3d)
j=1
SXiN = 1 (4.3e)
i=1
xj = 0 V (i,j) E {j > i} (4.3f)
zij = 0 V (i,j) EE (4.3g)
zij E (0, 1} (4.3h)
Constraint (4.3b) enforces the concept of a feasible path on the solution to the problem
by first stipulating that the number of paths into node j must equal the number of paths
exiting node j. Constraint (4.3c) supplements this by ensuring that there is at most one
path into any node. Combined, the first two constraints result in a solution with one
path. Constraints (4.3d) and (4.3e) are the boundary conditions. There must be a path
leaving node 1, and there must also be a path entering node N. Constraint (4.3f) ensures
that target j can be imaged after target i only if i < j and constraint (4.3g) ensures that
the agility constraints are met. In implementation, constraints (4.3f) and (4.3g) may be
enforced by simply eliminating all relevant decision variables xij for (i, j) ' E prior to
solving the optimization problem.
4.4.3 Dynamic Programming
Up until this point, this section has considered the limited case of imaging only in the
roll direction. Recently launched satellites are able to acquire images in both the pitch
and roll directions. This capability enables more efficient collection sequences, but also
significantly complicates the optimization space. Dynamic programming is another tool
that can be applied to solve these more complex optimization problems [8]. Although
dynamic programming may be used on the restricted scenario, here it is implemented to
support the more general case.
The basic elements of dynamic programming are the idea of states and actions. Each
state has a corresponding set of actions, which may be null. Each action defines a legal
transition to a new state. Additionally, each action has a prescribed cost. The problem is to
find an optimal set of actions to carry the system from an initial state to a final state. In the
satellite scheduling problem, we define a state as a combination of the target to be imaged,
i, and the time when the image is taken, tk. The state is a pair (target, time) = (i, tk).
The target comes from the set i = 1... N. The time may be any discrete value within
the imaging window of the target. The problem as formulated by dynamic programming is
described in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5: Definition of States Under Dynamic Programming
Feasible state transitions are determined based on the geometry of the problem, similar
to the method described by Equation (4.1). For any two pairs of states (i, tk) and (j, tm),
the transition is feasible if Equation (4.4) holds.
di + f (Oij (tm, tk)) < tm - tk == ((i, tk) , (j tm)) E E (4.4)
Here, di represents the imaging time required for target i, and is nominally set to zero. The
function ¢ij represents the satellite attitude change from imaging target i at tk to target j
at tin. This is based on the geometry between the two targets, and is calculated as:
ri = [(tk - - hi (4.5)
ri = [v(tm - t') yj - h]
where tý and t' are the times at which the satellite passes targets i and j. In order for the
transition to be feasible, the required time must be less than the available time. This is
similar to the approach taken in [39], though here the transition times between targets are
not assumed constant. Making the assumption of constant transition time eliminates the
need for computation of Oij for all state pairs, but reduces the accuracy of the formulation.
All transitions leaving the dummy initial state (1, t') as well as all entering the dummy
final state (N, t' ) are set as feasible. The function f characterizes the agility of the satellite
as described in Section 4.4.1. The value for transitioning to state (j, tin) is simply wj, the
value of imaging target j.
An example graph constructed by this process, corresponding to Figure 4-5, is shown
in Figure 4-6. Each box represents a (target, time) pair, and the lines represent feasible
state transitions. The parameters wj correspond to the value of the transition. Note that
the transition (2,8) to (3,7) is infeasible regardless of the satellite agility. This is because it
is impossible to image target i = 2 at time ts and then target j = 3 at the earlier time of
t7. In the example graph, (2,4) to (3,7) does not meet the dynamic constraint in Equation
(4.4). There is insufficient time to reposition the satellite from imaging target i = 2 at time
t4 to imaging target j = 3 at time t7.
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Figure 4-6: Example Graph Used for Dynamic Programming
In general, the reward for capturing an image is set based on the geometry of the
satellite-target pair at time tm. For example, the image j is given a maximum value of wj
when the geometry of the satellite and target provide maximum resolution (the target is
at satellite nadir during imaging). The value tapers off to 0.5wj at the edge of the field of
regard. Note the special case when the imaging time is restricted to take only one value for
each target, corresponding to the time when the satellite passes the target (• t = xi/).
This corresponds to imaging only in the roll direction, and the problem simplifies to the
roll-restricted case.
To ensure that the path meets the end constraints, a value of 10 * maxi(wi) is assigned
to any transition that reaches node N. A shortest path algorithm that iteratively converges
to the optimal solution is applied to this problem [8]. The general form is given by Equation
(4.6).
V(s)o = 0 Vs
V(s)k+ = max [r(s, ai) + ~V(s')k (4.6)
For each iteration and for each state s, a maximum is taken over all possible actions aj,
where ai is a transition from state s to state s'. The value maximized is the reward r(s, aj)
for taking action ai plus the discounted current value of the state s'. A tolerance E is set for
the termination criterion. The algorithm terminates when IIVkl - Vk < e. The optimal
actions ai are stored for each state s during execution, and the algorithm output is the
optimal action to be taken at any state. It is clear that the most value is attained by
starting at state (1,0), earliest in the sequence.
The process for finding the optimal solution using dynamic programming is outlined
below:
1. Determine imaging interval for each target, based on field of regard.
2. Discretize time over the entire interval, disregarding points where no target is in view.
3. For each target-time pair, determine all feasible transitions to other pairs.
4. Set the appropriate reward for each transition.
5. Apply the dynamic programming (shortest path) algorithm to the constructed graph.
6. Extract the set of actions from the solution.
Appendix E contains a MATLAB® implementation of this dynamic programming algo-
rithm.
It is important to note that information is lost by discretizing time over the interval.
The global optimal path may require a set of actions to occur at extremely precise times,
which are lost when discretizing. Nevertheless, this is a common approach taken for the
sake of good computational performance. Care must be taken to identify the proper time
step resolution which balances these two aspects.
4.4.4 Performance and Validation
This section describes the performance of the problem formulations introduced in Sections
4.4.1 through 4.4.3, demonstrates successive validation of each, and recommends the best
algorithm for use in trade-space analysis. Several hundred trials were run to ensure that
all three formulations return the same optimal path. Note that if two paths exist with the
same optimal value, the depth first branch and bound method has the capacity to return
both, while the others do not.
Figures 4-7(a) and 4-7(b) show the optimal paths plotted for a roll-restricted case and
a roll-relaxed case on the same set of targets. Target priorities wi are selected as a random
integer between 1 and 10. The dimensions a and b are set to 12,000 km and 2,000 km,
respectively. The minimum elevation angle is set as ql = 30', such that images near the
fringe of the area are accessible. The darkened boxes indicate images taken. The circles
represent the satellite position at the image time and the lines connect satellite-target pairs.
As shown, the value of the roll-relaxed optimal path (cost = 53) is a 20% improvement over
the roll-constrained case (cost = 44). The optimal roll-relaxed path corresponds to imaging
seven targets in 30 minutes, or one image every 4.3 minutes. As a point of comparison,
the IKONOS satellite captures approximately 600 images per day [55]. Assuming that only
half of the day is spent with access to valued targets (when the satellite is not over water
or the poles), then the imaging rate is approximately once every 1.2 minutes.
Figure 4-8 shows the average run-time performance of each algorithm in finding an
optimal solution for N targets, as N increases. The analysis was run in MATLAB® on a
Pentium 4 3.0 GHz computer with 1.0 GB of RAM. The performance data for dynamic
programming is based on the same roll-restricted case as described for graph search and
integer programming. Both integer programming formulations grow very rapidly with an
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Figure 4-7: Optimal Paths for N = 30 Targets
increasing number of targets. This is to be expected, given that the Traveling Salesman
Problem on which they are based is N-P hard. Depth-first branch and bound graph search
performs better than both integer programming formulations, while dynamic programming
performs far and away the best. Because the structure of each solution method remains
the same as the complexity increases (e.g. imaging in the pitch direction), the performance
comparison translates accurately to more general roll-relaxed implementations.
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Figure 4-8: Runtime Performance of Implemented Algorithms for Roll-Restricted Case
Extending the capability of dynamic programming by relaxing the roll-constraint in-
creases the number of states in the problem, and thus the run time. Because time is
discretized, sufficient time resolution must be used to produce optimal paths. Figure 4-9
shows an example, for the same set of targets, of path value with increasing time resolution
(fewer discrete time steps). Smaller time steps expand the number of unique states, and
thus can increase optimal path value. Even after providing sufficient time resolution in the
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roll-relaxed dynamic programming problem, the performance remains comparable to the
graph search and linear programming roll-restricted methods.
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Figure 4-9: Decrease in Optimal Path Value with Increasing Time Steps
It is concluded that dynamic programming is a suitable method to pursue in comparing
the performance of Earth-observing satellite designs. Chapter 5 introduces an approach for
analyzing the imaging productivity of different satellite designs, based on their slew and
settle properties.
4.5 Optimization Extensions to Include a Steering Mirror
One additional component that may be used in an advanced optical system is a fast steering
mirror (FSM). The main purpose of a FSM is to remove tip/tilt wave-front error from the
image [34, 13]. This error is the result of oscillations of the telescope bore-sight around
the desired imaging angle. In addition to minimizing tip-tilt error, a secondary function
could be to extend the field of regard of the optics without slewing the satellite. Due to
the small reaction mass, and the possibility of providing re-actuation, slewing a FSM incurs
substantially less excitation of flexible dynamics and requires much less power.
There are two constraints on the usable range of the FSM. One is the physical hardware
range constraint on the FSM. The second, and more likely binding constraint, is the result
of the optics design. There is a fundamental limit on the angle at which off-axis light can
be resolved. The limiting constraint is that the off-axis light must be focused on the CCD
detector. Appendix C contains a description of these constraints for a Cassegrain mirror
design. For a system with an f-number of 2.0, the mirror can focus light up to 01,max = 2.90
off-axis. This value of Ol,max translates, for a 500 km orbit, to approximately +/-25 km
range of motion on the ground.
A more aggressive approach to extending the capability of the satellite is to place a
steering mirror in front of the optics. The French SPOT satellites uses this technique,
although limited to one rotational axis. SPOT collects imagery by rotating a steering
mirror located in front of its optics, while the satellite remains pointed at nadir [58]. One
can imagine a scenario, as discussed earlier, where both the satellite and steering mirror
are able to rotate in two dimensions. Figure 4-10 illustrates two possible locations for the
steering mirror.
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Figure 4-10: Possible Locations for the Steering Mirror
Imaging with a steering mirror has the potential to induce optical errors, for example
coma errors in the case of small mirrors located behind the primary. Nevertheless, in many
cases it is preferred to use the steering mirror, despite this penalty, instead of slewing the
satellite. A FSM requires much less power than reaction wheels. Additionally, since the
mass and inertia of the FSM is small, slewing the FSM does not excite vibrations in the
satellite. The full satellite is a high inertia object that carries a large penalty in both time
and power consumption for slewing.
The objective in this section is to develop optimization frameworks to consider this
problem. Two approaches are proposed, and the advantages and disadvantages of each
are discussed. Analysis is done to determine the impacts of a FSM on overall imaging
productivity.
4.5.1 Dynamic Programming
The dynamic programming formulation discussed in Section 4.4.3 is easily extended to
consider a FSM. The state is defined as a triplet (target, time, fsmpos). The third element
of the state indicates the two-axis orientation of the FSM, discretized into a user-defined
number of angles. Each FSM position corresponds to a precise satellite attitude necessary
to properly align the target. Note that fsmpos is interchangeable with the satellite attitude.
Either can be used to define the third state element. Figure 4-11 describes the imaging
options for a single target with fsmpos discretized as four values, where 01 < 1O,max. As
previously, the state transitions are calculated using a definition of the satellite agility. For
each triplet, all feasible transitions to other triplets are calculated.
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Figure 4-11: FSM Pointing Options for Target i
The reward function can be designed to account for the specifics of each state (FSM
position). In the analysis to be shown, images taken with the FSM in a position other than
along the telescope bore sight are penalized slightly. This is done to account for coma optical
errors induced when using small steering mirrors located behind the primary mirror. In the
case of large steering mirrors in front of the optics, there may also be particular imaging
geometries to avoid, and excitation of flexible dynamics is much more of a concern.
The problem is solved using a shortest-path algorithm, as given by Equation (4.6). A
trade off must be made between the resolution of the fsmpos variable, the time discretization,
and the number of targets in the problem. Additional discretization is needed as the FSM
range increases in order to sufficiently capture all of the feasible imaging geometries. If the
number of FSM angles is set to zero, the problem reverts to the one discussed in Section
4.4.3.
As in the dynamic programming formulation described earlier, one of the shortcomings
of this problem is due to the discretization of states. Figure 4-12 shows two targets i and j
which have the potential to be imaged sequentially.
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Figure 4-12: FSM Pointing Options for Targets i and j
There are many combinations of state pairs (i, tk, fsml),(j, tin, fsm 2) to be considered
between these two targets, subject to the agility constraints. All require some slewing of
the satellite, if the FSM is not available, since the states do not align in the direction v.
Because even small motions require significant time to execute, a preferred option would
be to only move the FSM to acquire targets i and j. This aspect may be incorporated
by propagating the appropriate states downstream of target i such that there are imaging
options for target j which do not require satellite motion. Figure 4-13 gives an example
for two targets. The default imaging states prescribed for targets jl and j2 each require
slewing of the satellite. It may be the case that all of the transitions between i and jl are
infeasible since there is insufficient time to slew the satellite. In order to take advantage of
the benefits of the FSM, the imaging states corresponding to target i at fsmo and fsm3
are propagated toward target jl. New states with fsm5 and fsm6 are added such that
the transition between states (i, tk, fsmo) and (ji, tin, fsms) (as well as between (i, tk,
fsm 3 ) and (ji, ti, fsm 6)) are automatically feasible, because no slewing of the satellite is
required. The FSM, by virtue of its design, is slewed nearly instantaneously to image both
i and jl.
For situations where i and j are in close proximity, imaging both may only be possible
through use of the FSM. It is important, then, that this possibility is captured. For sit-
uations where targets i and j are separated by a significant distance, this option, though
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Figure 4-13: FSM Zero-Slew Propagated States
still valid, may not be required. The associated states may be left out for the sake of com-
putational efficiency. If the range of the FSM is large, then many states may need to be
propagated, significantly hampering the execution time of the algorithm.
4.5.2 Mixed-Integer Linear Programming
A Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem [9] is developed in order to try and
alleviate the burden of discretizing a large continuous space, as in dynamic programming.
This allows for a continuous range of FSM angles and imaging times. The overarching
non-linear problem is linearized around specific nominal points to accomplish this task.
The basic framework of the problem is the same as in Section 4.4.2. The notions of a
path through an array of targets with start and end constraints are still applicable. Where
this approach diverges is in the handling of the dynamic constraints. Previously, two targets
could only be imaged sequentially if there was sufficient time on orbit. This time limit was
computed up front, based only on the location of the targets. In the formulation being
pursued, the feasibility of imaging two consecutive targets is a function of several decision
variables surrounding the process. This enables relaxation of the roll constraint and addition
of the FSM capability.
Consider the problem geometry presented in Figure 4-14. Let pi and qj be the angular
rotation of the FSM away from the telescope bore sight direction in the satellite pitch and
roll directions, respectively, while imaging target i. These equivalently represent the angular
displacement of the satellite, in the pitch and roll directions, relative to the straight line of
sight between the satellite and target. The imaging windows for each target are displayed
on a time line below the figure. Note that t' represents the time when the satellite passes
target i in the along-track direction (x), while ti represents the time the image is taken.
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Figure 4-14: MILP Problem Geometry
In order to account for the more complicated imaging geometry, several variables are
introduced. Let sij represent the nominal transition time, calculated as in Equation (4.1),
and let 9ij be the modified transition time. Note that the true transition time sij is a strong
non-linear function of ti and tj. This relationship for 9ij is linearized around the nominal
sij. The variable ztij is used to represent the difference in relative timing of two consecutive
images:
ztij = (tj - t1) - (tj - tf)) (4.7)
If images of targets i and j are both taken at the beginning of their respective imaging
windows, then the orientation of the satellite in the pitch direction does not significantly
change between the two images. The motion of the satellite is predominantly a slew in the
roll direction, which is accounted for by sij. Since the value ti - t4 _ tj - t', the value
ztij = 0. The value of ztij is used as a measure of the required slew in the pitch direction
between consecutive images.
The values pi, the pitch motion of the FSM, are assumed to be zero in this formulation.
The parameter y is a discount factor used to modify the value of off-axis imagery. Equation
(4.8) shows the MILP formulation. Equations (4.3) are still binding.
max [w i x ij  fsm (Zqi)] (4.8a)
ti + di + ij 5_ tj + M (1 - xij) (4.8b)
si + [¢a-bij(q - qi) + ztij] = (4.8c)
(tj - t) - (ti - t) I < zti (4.8d)
Ei < ti _ Li (4.8e)
gij > 0 (4.8f)
Iqi <• Zqi (4.8g)
Zqi • fSmlim (4.8h)
Constraint (4.8b) is the transition feasibility constraint. It states that, if xij is chosen as a
path, then the time at which i is imaged, plus the image duration di and the transition time
sij, must be less than the time at which j is imaged. The parameter M is an arbitrarily
large constant (e.g. 106), which serves the purpose of relaxing the constraint when xij is
not a chosen path. In that case, it is not necessary to meet the specific timing constraint
associated with targets i and j. Constraint (4.8c) is the major modification from the
problem previously described in Section 4.4.2. It utilizes a first derivative approximation
of the function f(Oij) = s(Oij). The angular step size multiplier term, in brackets, is a
combination of two elements. The first term comes from the fact that the satellite's bore
sight may point slightly off the target range vector, increasing the angular change of Oij.
The variable bij is binary, and set to one if yj > yi. This is necessary in establishing
which direction reduces Oij. The final term accounts for deviations as a result of changes
in imaging timing between two targets, to be described momentarily. Constraint (4.8d)
defines the variable ztij as the maximum timing difference between the two images i and j.
If ztij = 0, then the satellite does not have to be reoriented in the pitch direction. Constraint
(4.8e) enforces the imaging window constraint and (4.8f) ensures that the transition time
remains positive. The remaining constraints (4.8g) through (4.8h) establish the limits of
the FSM.
The term is calculated as a conservative estimate based on the worst case geometries
of i and j. Many options exist for determining this parameter. The most simple (but most
constraining) is to assume that ti = t' and yi = Yj = 0.
8¢ vS(4.9)
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The estimate is equivalent to the rotation rate of the target directly under the satellite.
More complex relationships may be derived using a full model of the transition time based
on Equations (4.5). The parameters a and r are weights for the contribution to the satellite
transition time from different sources. They are nominally set to one. Since the MILP model
is conservative under these nominal settings, it is possible to adjust a and K to search for a
better solution. When this is done, a constraint check must be performed on the resulting
optimal solution to ensure that the path is indeed feasible.
Several limitations of this approach should be noted. Because constraint (4.8c) is the
result of linearizing a more complicated multi-variable function, some information is lost.
The alternative is to solve a non-linear optimization problem, which is much more compu-
tationally difficult. The estimate of transition time is, however, conservative, so a feasible
path is produced as an output.
Finally, when consecutive images are very close in y (lyj - yil small), the algorithm may
predict maximal FSM usage for both images i and j to drive 9ij to zero. In these cases,
the FSM is used to reduce the angle that must be traversed after image i is taken. When
lyj - yil is small, the initial angle Oij is small. While reductions are possible using the FSM,
eventually the effective angle Oij will become zero and then negative. The constraints as
written in Equation (4.8) assume that further reductions in transition time can be made,
when in fact the angle Oij has gone through zero and is again increasing. This problem
can be alleviated by adding more complicated constraints, though depending on the target
density it may rarely be encountered.
4.5.3 Preliminary Analysis of FSM Performance
The dynamic programming formulation is implemented to find an estimate for the percent
utilization of a FSM. This is done without zero-motion state propagation, so the results do
not reflect the ability to rapidly acquire targets in close proximity using only the FSM. The
same parameters are used as in Section 5.2, with f () given by the f-number 1.5 satellite
design. N is reduced to 20 to allow for the FSM angle to be sufficiently discretized. The
maximum FSM range, 9 1,max, is parameterized between 00 and 100, and the FSM space is
discretized to create five feasible angles including the nominal. The off axis penalty, y, is
set at 5%. An image of i taken using the FSM is therefore worth 0.95wi. Figure 4-15 shows
the average percentage improvement averaged over 400 trial target sets, as a function of the
FSM range.
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Figure 4-15: Added Value of Steering Mirror as a Function of Imaging Range
At a 500 km altitude orbit, a 30 range of the FSM yields a 19% improvement in the
imaging productivity. A 100 range corresponds to approximately 176 km on the ground -
approximately 10% of the 1732 km swath of the field of regard. The operational flexibility
granted by the large range of motion enables a nearly 50% increase in imaging productivity.
As discussed in Appendix C, a typical range for a FSM located behind the optics is on the
order of 30. Larger angular capabilities would likely have to be provided by large steering
mirrors located in front of the optics.
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4.6 Summary
Operational performance of satellite systems is a critical metric to be considered in eval-
uating different designs. For Earth-observing systems, a reasonable performance metric is
the efficiency with which images are collected. For a given design, this efficiency can be es-
timated using a, variety of optimization tools, including graph search, linear programming,
and dynamic programming. Several optimization approaches were presented. Dynamic
programming was shown to be most efficient by allowing a more general version of the
problem to be solved in comparable time to more restrictive methods. Two methods were
additionally presented to enable analysis of satellite systems with steering mirrors. Both al-
gorithms allow the system designer to gain insight on the benefits of adding steering mirror
technology.
Chapter 5 uses the optimization problem formulations discussed in this chapter to per-
form analysis on the imaging productivity of different satellite designs.
Chapter 5
Integration of Imaging
Performance Metrics into MOST
Chapter 4 discussed several optimization methods that can be used to solve the Image
Collection Optimization problem. This chapter discusses an approach for analyzing the
imaging productivity of different satellite designs, based on their slew and settle properties.
Methods for integration of this process into the MOST model are discussed.
5.1 Introduction
The objective of developing the tools presented in Section 4.4 is to integrate them into
the MOST model being developed at the MIT Space Systems Laboratory. Previous work
has been done to optimize the control architecture and mirror design [15]. The focus has
primarily been on astronomical observations, but the capability exists to model Earth-
observing systems. An important figure of merit for these systems is their ability to rapidly
collect imagery. This ability is a strong function of the agility of the satellite, including the
settle time associated with flexible dynamics. In order to evaluate an imaging productivity
figure of merit for different systems, first the agility is characterized in a meaningful sense
that can be generated by the MOST model. Second, an appropriate target density is
chosen to approximate an operational scenario. Finally, each system is analyzed through
this framework on a series of target sets.
5.1.1 Characterizing Satellite Agility in MOST
The agility of the satellite is formulated as a function f(q). The argument 0 is the angle
that the satellite must traverse, and the function evaluates the total time required. This
total includes the time needed to perform the slew and let vibrations settle. For a rigid
body satellite, in which there is zero settle time, the function is shown in Equation (5.1) for
a minimum time bang-bang maneuver:
frigid = 2V (5.1)
where 0 is the angle to traverse, I is the moment of inertia, of the satellite about the
axis of rotation, and T is the maximum torque capability of the satellite attitude control
system. For lightweight satellites with low frequency structural dynamics, the analysis is
more complicated. In actuating the satellite via reaction wheels, there are two major sources
of residual vibration. The first source is due to imbalances in the reaction wheels. As they
are accelerated to provide torque, certain structural modes of the satellite may be excited.
The second source is that the profile of torque may have frequency components that match
vibration modes of the satellite. The excitation of low frequency modes, such as those
resulting from the solar panels, tends to dominate as they require more time to damp out.
Some analysis has been done to evaluate the MOST model slew and settle properties [14].
This, however, has been limited to considering one slew angle 0.
In order to characterize the performance of a design, we seek to find a function f(4) as
described above. This is done by simulating the slew of a satellite through a desired angle.
Many different torque profiles may be used to accomplish this. One profile that helps to
minimize jerk is a zero-slope initial and final condition slew with sinusoidal behavior. This
approach is used here. Figure 5-1 shows the shape of such a maneuver for a 40 second slew.
The zero-slope profile is not time-optimal for a rigid body satellite, but for a flexible system
it provides sufficient performance by limiting excitation of the satellite's normal modes.
Reference [14] contains a fiill discussion of the models implemented to perform this
analysis. The process is to construct a Finite Element Model (FEM) of a telescope based
on design parameters such as f-number, mirror areal density, and telescope type (monolithic
versus segmented). An example FEM for a segmented mirror system is shown in Figure
5-2. Analysis is run using the DOCS toolbox [10] and NASTRAN to create a state-space
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Figure 5-1: Zero Slope Initial and Final Condition Torque Profile [14]
model of the satellite dynamics. Attitude Control Systems (ACS) are added to the satellite
to improve the dynamic properties. This integrated model is then used to analyze the
performance of a slewing maneuver.
Figure 5-2: Sample FEM for a MOST Segmented Aperture System
A time simulation is performed, using this torque profile and the satellite model, to
determine the time when the vibrations have settled to within the allowable Line of Sight
(LOS) error. The total slew and settle time for this torque profile is recorded. The LOS
error requirement used in this thesis is 1.6 mas (milli-arc seconds). Figure 5-3 illustrates the
profile of a 50 angular slew with the LOS error settling to within requirements. Notice the
different frequency content in the LOS, and LOSy directions. Higher frequency structural
modes are excited in the LOSy direction. The system settles to within requirements at
approximately t = 370 seconds.
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Figure 5-3: Calculation of Settle Time After a 50 Slew
An optimal control approach could also be used, but severely limits the automation of
the trade analysis process without providing a huge benefit in the resulting settle time.
For each setting of angular change 0, the maneuver was simulated using several different
slew times. Short slew times require large torque and induce large vibrations that must settle
out. Long slew times induce smaller vibrations. A trade off must be made between the two
components to find the optimal slew and settle time. Figure 5-4 illustrates this for a single
satellite. A range of slew angles from two to thirty degrees is analyzed. For each slew angle,
a torque profile is generated corresponding to a specific slew time, and the slew + settle
time is determined. The minimum of each curve is a point on the function f(4).
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Figure 5-4: Performance of a Single Telescope Across Several Slew Angles and Slew Times
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5.1.2 Comparison of Satellite Design Agility
Three designs are described here to illustrate the process. The first and second designs
are segmented aperture systems with 10 kg/m 2 areal density mirrors. The differentiating
factor between the second two designs is f-number. The third design is a rigid body satellite
with a moment of inertia I and maximum torque capability T comparable to the flexible
segmented aperture systems. The agility characterizations f(q) for each is shown in Figure
5-5.
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Figure 5-5: Function f(0) Calculated for Three Designs: Two Flexible Systems and One
Rigid Body System
Two observations can be made from this figure. First, the f-number 2.0 system provides
shorter slew and settle times consistently across slew angles. Second, even very small
attitude reorientation maneuvers require a significant settle time. This is very relevant
when considering the use of a steering mirror to increase the field of regard, as is discussed
in Section 4.5.
5.2 Sample Analysis
To analyze the imaging productivity of these designs, the dynamic programming formulation
introduced in Section 4.4.3 is used. The simulation-based estimates for slew and settle time,
with the dynamic programming problem formulation, allow for a fairly accurate picture of
the capability of the satellites while remaining computationally tractable. Before running
the analysis, several parameters of the simulation, including a, b, h, and q, are selected. The
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values a = 10,000 km and b = 1,500 km are used. The minimum satellite elevation angle,
7r, is set at 300. The altitude h is set as 500 km to represent a typical low-Earth orbit. The
reward for capturing an image is a random integer between wi = 1 and wi = 10. Though
this reward can be made a function of the imaging geometry, as discussed in Section 4.4.3,
here it will remain independent of geometry.
trial #
Figure 5-6: Small Set of Sample Trials for the Three Designs
Finally, a value for N is selected to represent an average scenario. The target density
is set as approximately one target per 7*105 km2 . Realistically it may be as high as one
target per 7*103 km2 . Nevertheless, the analysis highlights the effects of the different
designs. Figure 5-6 shows the results for 15 trial target sets, comparing the two flexible
satellites as well as an ideal rigid body satellite. Note the variability in optimal path value
due to randomized target locations and priorities. Figure 5-7 shows the results for three
satellite designs and three target density settings, where wi is restricted to a value of one (all
targets have the same priority). For each value of the number of targets N, 500 trials were
run. The optimal path value was found using each of the three satellite agility functions
f(0). The optimal path values were then averaged for each satellite design.
As expected, the satellites with the shortest slew and settle time (f(0)) perform best.
Note that increased target density produces larger comparative performance differences.
This is to be expected. In a very target dense environment, small improvements in agility
yield great performance rewards. The reduction in slew and settle time from the f-number
1.5 to the f-number 2.0 designs is approximately 11%, averaged over the range of slew angles.
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This slew and settle time decrease results in a noticable increase in imaging productivity.
The rigid satellite, with zero settle time, outperforms both flexible designs by more than
50% at high target densities.
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Figure 5-7: Average Optimal Path Value for Different Satellite Designs
Figure 5-8 shows the data in Figure 5-7 as a percentage of the total value of all targets
in the scenario, which is N - 2. It is clear that there is a maximum for each satellite as a
function of the target density, which is proportional to N.
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Figure 5-8: Percentage Yield of Optimal Paths for Different Satellite Designs
Variation of the altitude h and minimum target elevation angle rq were not considered
in this analysis. Adjustments in the orbital altitude affect orbital velocity, v = 1. Over
the range of LEO altitudes, however, v only changes by approximately 10%. The choice
of r is largely be guided by the resolution requirements for images taken. If the satellite
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system is required to maintain high resolution at a very low angle 77, then the optics must
be sized accordingly. At a constant target density, decreasing 77 increases the amount of
targets available to be imaged, potentially enabling higher value imaging sequences. This
is a second order effect, behind the fundamental agility of the satellite.
5.3 Parameterization of f(¢)
While the optimization formulations utilized in Chapter 4 are sufficient for analyzing single
problem instances, difficulty is encountered when trying to determine system performance
over many random problems. The MOST model can analyze in MATLAB® a single tele-
scope instantiation in approximately five minutes on a Pentium 4 3.0 GHz computer with
1.0 MB of RAM. Using a reduced dynamics model, a slew and settle time simulation takes
approximately 30 seconds. Generating the function. f(¢) experimentally for a single tele-
scope requires finding the minimum slew and settle time, as a function of slew time, for
each slew angle. An accurate determination of f () may require 50-100 time simulations.
After f(0) has been generated, the imaging performance is estimated based on a, series of
simulations over different target sets. Very high target densities create large optimization
problems. While the algorithms described can solve single instances of large problems, de-
termining average performance over many data target sets is very resource intensive. This
is very limiting in terms of the overall model efficiency.
An alternative approach is to parameterize the function f(q) using a basis function
fo(¢) and scaling factor k such that, for any satellite design, f(0) ; k * fo(¢). There has
been some indication that the shape of f(6) is consistent across different satellite designs,
and there is potential to exploit this to interpolate between different designs. The MOST
model performs a small set of slewing simulations to approximate the performance of the
given design for a single slew angle. This data allows approximation of the value k, and
extrapolation across all slew angles by assuming the form f(¢) = k* fo (0). The performance
results are looked up in a pre-computed database based on the value of k. The agility of
a satellite is a very clean interface between the complicated nature of the satellite design
and the performance in operation. The parameterization of f(P) can utilize this notion to
eliminate the need to recompute imaging productivity metrics for each satellite design.
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5.4 Summary
The MOST model, developed at the MIT Space Systems Laboratory, enables rapid trade-
space exploration for lightweight flexible space telescopes. Previously, the model utilized
slew and settle time as an operational performance metric. An approach was presented
to find more accurate performance metrics by using appropriate optimization problem for-
mulations, developed in Chapter 4, alongside a characterization of the satellite agility. A
comparison between three systems demonstrated how changes in structural flexibility, and
thus agility, affect the overall imaging performance.
Computational difficulties are seen in numerically determining the satellite agility func-
tion f(0) and in calculating imaging performance metrics. Parameterization of the agility
function f(Q) may alleviate some of the computational difficulties and allow practical inte-
gration into the MOST model. With this improvement, more accurate operational perfor-
mance metrics can be included for consideration in the model trade space, increasing the
utility of the MOST software for analyzing future lightweight space telescopes.
5.5 Future Work
There are several areas in which this research can be expanded.
* Improved Algorithms for Image Collection Planning: Optimization is a very expan-
sive field, and there are many possibilities for pursuing more advanced algorithms to
estimate imaging productivity metrics.
* Imaging Scenarios: The analysis presented assumed a series of point targets with
constant priority and random location. There is potential to investigate the effects
of more complex scenarios with, for example, clustered target locations or large area
targets. Additionally, assigning an image priority based on both the target priority and
the image resolution (from geometry) may affect the comparative imaging productivity
of different satellite designs.
* Heuristics: The analysis presented in this chapter may hold potential for developing
analytical relationships between satellite agility and performance which can be used
in MOST.
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* Direct Methods: Fields such as stochastic programming are able to analyze optimiza-
tion problems with random variables. Application of these methods to randomized
target locations may allow for direct computation of performance metrics instead of
through simulation.
* Comprehensive Satellite Scheduling Formulations: This analysis only looked at satel-
lite agility constraints. There are many other constraints, including power, thermal,
and data storage, which may constrain satellite operations. A more complete satellite
model could be run through a scenario analysis to find the most violated constraints.
This information could be used to adjust the satellite design accordingly.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This chapter contains a summary of the work presented in this thesis, final conclusions, and
contributions.
6.1 Thesis Summary
Reliance on space resources has increased significantly over the past several decades. De-
mand for Earth imagery from the scientific and military communities has steadily grown.
Commercial parties have also become very interested imagery for a variety of purposes,
from urban planning to interactive map making. Satellites that are built to provide Earth
imagery for these organizations tend to have the objectives of 1) efficient coverage of a
changing global database of targets and 2) responsive coverage of regional real-time events.
The importance of each objective depends on the specific application.
This thesis investigated two aspects of Earth-observing satellite systems. Chapter 2
introduced a satellite constellation architecture designed to support both coverage and re-
sponsiveness objectives. The RECON architecture features a nominal global observing mode
constellation to support long term imaging objectives, along with the capability to reconfig-
ure into a more focused regional observing mode. Several relevant performance parameters
were defined, including regional observing mode access time and constellation responsive-
ness. A cost model was developed to support analysis of many different constellations within
the RECON architecture.
Analysis of a set of equal-cost satellite constellations suggests that the lowest altitudes
are optimal. Optical requirements strongly influence the cost of each vehicle, and reducing
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altitude releases money from the program budget to be spent on building additional satellites
or increasing the field of regard.
In the example mission described, the satellites are designed for a ten year mission
with two reconfiguration maneuvers per year. To support the reconfiguration objective for
a system at 554 km altitude, an additional 200% AV is needed over the stationkeeping
and end-of-life disposal AV requirements. While this is significant, the propellant mass
typically remains less than 30% of the total wet mass. Stationkeeping requirements at very
low altitudes are excessive. Architectures presented at the low 262 km altitude push the
boundaries of the model due to the enormous propellant mass needed.
The coverage of a specific target of interest improves two to three times when recon-
figuring the satellite constellation from the global to the regional observing mode. For a
moderately sized constellation in global observing mode (15 - 20 vehicles), upon notifica-
tion of a target of interest the first image can generally be taken within several hours.
The first vehicle can be placed on the appropriate repeating ground track within one day.
The response time of the constellation, which is defined as the time until the first regional
observing mode image is taken, is on the order of one day.
Chapter 3 introduced performance metrics for the global observing mode constellation
to increase the computational efficiency of the problem. After developing an appropriate ob-
jective function, the optimal constellation results obtained are similar to those in Chapter 2.
Comparisons are made to a fleet of UAVs designed to fulfill the objective of responsiveness.
Based on several example UAV architectures, the cost and performance are comparable
to a satellite constellation, though different benefits are offered. The major advantage of
UAVs is the persistence that can be achieved once the target is reached. For the purposes
of surveying a natural disaster, UAVs are very well suited. For intelligence purposes on the
other hand, space systems offer a much greater reliability at lower risk.
Chapter 4 introduced the hnage Collection Optimization problem and discussed three
approaches for solving it. A graph search method is easily implemented, and enhancements
can be made to improve the search efficiency by pruning inferior paths during the search
process. Linear programming is a second method to find optimal paths based on the Trav-
eling Salesman Problem. A dynamic programming algorithm is also applied. Numerical
experiments indicate that dynamic programming is most efficient. Two approaches were
discussed for adding a steering mirror capability to the optimization process.
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Chapter 5 used these optimization formulations to analyze the performance of several
different satellite designs. Each satellite configuration has different dynamic properties, re-
sulting in different slewing agility properties. The agility properties can be easily captured
by a function f(q) that describes the slew and settle time for different slew angles. Each
satellite is characterized in terms of an agility function, with structural flexibility requiring
substantial settling time. This information is used to evaluate the imaging productivity of
the different satellite designs over a set of randomly located targets. Calculation of f(b) and
image collection optimization algorithms, however, present computational difficulties. Rec-
ommendations are made for parameterizing the agility function f to improve computation
time, and pursuing application of stochastic programming as a more direct method.
6.2 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are summarized below.
* Developed a Responsive Space architecture to support both long term imaging and
responsiveness objectives.
* Analyzed a representative set of RECON satellite constellations to find optimal con-
figurations.
* Compared space-based and air-based responsive architecture alternatives.
* Implemented three satellite image collection optimization algorithms to enable com-
parative analysis of different satellite designs.
* Examined the effects of satellite agility, structural flexibility, target density, and steer-
ing mirror capability on imaging productivity.
6.3 Future Work
Please reference Sections 2.9 and 5.5.
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Appendix A
Walker Constellations
A.1 Coverage Distribution
The nature of Earth observing satellites is that coverage is maximum near the inclination of
the orbit. To evaluate the disparity between coverage at the equator, and coverage near the
inclination, a series of constellations are evaluated. Figure A-1 shows the percent coverage
per unit time of a target at varying latitudes.
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Figure A-1: Coverage of Different i = 60' Walker Constellations Across Latitude
The coverage of a given target is a strong function of the target latitude. Section 3.1.2
developed a metric for approximating the coverage of a Walker constellation. To calibrate
this metric to provide performance at the Equator, we must consider how the coverage is
distributed across latitude.
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The average value of coverage is first determined by integrating each of the curves
in Figure A-1 and dividing by the latitude range (600). The ratio of performance at 00
latitude to the average is defined as (. Based on the information contained in Figure A-i,
( is approximated as 0.55. That is, for a typical constellation, the coverage at the equator
is 55% of the average value.
A.2 Metric Validation Against STK Simulation
The metric NM2 for global coverage, in Equation (3.5), is validated against a set of simula-
tions in STKT M . The set used is the same as shown in Table 2.5. Figure A-2 shows the
comparison between the M2 approximation and the STKTM simulation results for 16 dif-
ferent constellations. 'The average error is approximately 3%, while the standard deviation
in the error is 16.5%.
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Figure A-2: Validation of Metric NM2
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Appendix B
Graph Search Methods
To illustrate the differences between search methods, consider the example graph in Figure
B-1.
7
Figure B-1: Example Graph
This graph has N = 7 nodes, which comprise the set of vertices V. The arcs from
the set E are drawn between nodes (i, j) where the transition is feasible. The search tree
associated with this graph is shown in Figure B-2. This tree represents all feasible paths
from node one to node N. There many different ways to perform a search of this graph for
the best solution, the most basic of which are Depth-First and Breadth-First.
Depth-First explores the tree by adding newly expanded paths to the top of the search
queue, while Breadth-First adds newly expanded paths to the bottom of the search queue.
Given a selection of paths to expand, all at the same depth in the search tree, both methods
explore the nodes in ascending order. Breadth-First places search priority on paths that,
in the search tree, are close to the start node (at a low depth). Depth-First prioritizes
searching for the goal node deep in the search tree. Each method has advantages based on
the specific application. In general, Depth-First search is more computationally intensive,
while Breadth-First is more memory intensive. Reference [54] contains a comprehensive
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discussion of graph search algorithms.
In this application, the ordering of the nodes from left to right means that Depth-First
search will find solutions that visit many nodes before reaching the goal node. Although
the priority, wi, of these nodes may be low, it is generally the case that a path with many
nodes has a higher value. In this sense, Depth-First is advantageous. The first discovered
path has potential to be a very good solution, and enables efficient pruning as the search
continues.
Breadth-First search, for this application, first finds paths to N that visit the fewest
number of nodes. As a result, future solutions tend to be incrementally better as more and
more nodes are visited. This aspect reduces the efficiency with which poor solutions are
pruned from the search.
Figure B-2: Example Search Tree
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Appendix C
Cassegrain Mirror Geometry
For a diffraction limited Cassegrain mirror design with a parabolic primary mirror, the
mirror shape is defined by Equation (C.1):
Y 4f
Om = arctan(-) Z z
2f 2f
fd= 2
(C.1)
(C.2)
(C.3)
where y is the radial direction, z is the out-of-plane direction, f is the focal length, and
Om is the slope of the mirror. Figure C-1 shows an outline of the geometry of off-axis light
entering the telescope. After being reflected by the primary and secondary mirrors, the
light arrives at a distance Ar from the nominal central location. Geometry indicates that
this Ar is related to the off-axis angle 01 by Equation (C.4).
Ar = d (tan(Om + O1) - tan(Om) + tan(G0)) , 2d90 (C.4)
The physical limit imposed here is that Ar must be sufficiently small such that the light
still reaches the focal plane to be captured by the CCD. Assume that Armax is given as a
fraction of primary mirror diameter D. The maximum off axis angle is given by Equation
(C.5):
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Figure C-1: Geometry of a Two Mirror Telescope Configuration
Armaz kD k
01,max = - = - f/ (C.5)
Here, f/# is the f-number of the mirror, the ratio of the focal length to diameter, f/D.
For an f/# 2.0 system with k = 0.1, the mirror can focus light up to 01,max = 2.90.
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Appendix D
ReCon Source Code
This appendix contains the source code used in Chapter 3.
1 function xopt = reconOptimization(BUDGET,orbit,maxDelta.a,res,alpha, beta)
2
4
5 --: '-" .
6
8
10
11 - -' _a . - - -- - _ -c
12 - -• - - : - -_ -_. , .
13 -. • :--
15
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25
26
27
28 global plotFlag
29 global dispFlag
30o rtd = 180/pi;
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38 design-table = [16, 262, 6.24e-11;
39 15, 554, 2.21e-13;
40 14, 881, 4.66e-15];
41
42
43
44
45
46 k = designtable (orbit,1) ;
47 h = designtable (orbit,2) ;
48 rho = design.table (orbit,3) ;
49
50
51 -
52
53 Re = 6378;
54 mu = 3.98*10^5;
55 v-0 = 300*9.81;
56 lam = 750e-9;
57 d-x = 1;
58 ball = 200;
59 Lm = 10;
6o Nr = 2;
61 rinj = Re + 185;
62 rdisp= Re + 50;
63
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coptics = 15.02*10 ^ 6 ;
c-dry = 0.113*10^6;
claunch = 15280;
cops = 0.03*L-m;
c-m = 653.6/(0.7)^3;
cp = 1.15;
%dollars
%-dollars
?dollars
%d]oliars
-kg -_ "
%N .<
% Derived Param.etrs
- n__ --T
ra = R.e + h;
-ri.t l .er- iod -e-T-ar- s
T = 2*pi*sqrt(r-a^3/mu)/(365*2 4*60*60);
- - .7_-k eepi g -- r,--r me-•Iet• - S e
dVs = 10^6*pi*1/ball*rho*r-a*sqrt(mu/r-a)/T;
dVinj = 10^3*sqrt(mu)*(abs(sqrt(2/ra-2/(ra+rinj))
- sqrt(1/ra)) + abs(sqrt(2/r-inj-2/(r-a+rinj))
- sqrt(1/r-inj)) );
dVd = sqrt(mu)*abs(sqrt(2/r-a-2/(r-a+r-disp)) - sqrt(l/ra))*10^3;
D-min = 1.22*lam*h*10^3/d-x; m _rr d•~i•er
mmin = cm*D-min^3;
thmin = 0; a r-
thrmax = asin(Re/(Re+h)); ir 7 ng r
x2 = linspace(th-min,th-max,res);
x4 = linspace(0,maxDeltaa,res);
f = zeros(length(x2),length(x4)); opt
f~na~r n~l ~I;eA
San0
= 0;
121
Spa,_ecraft .Bu.s Costs
Launch Costs
Operations Cos/ ;'SC
Dry Mass Se7aic
Propellan:.- Infrastruct_:re Mass
103 - -
104 for i2 = l:length(x2)
105 ",, 5 t i t . ..
106 for i4 = 1:length(x4)
107 theta = x2(i2); da = x4(i4);
108
109 [K,arc,range] = footprint(theta,h);
110
112 D = 1.22*lam*range/dx*10^3;
113 mdry = c-m*D^3;
114 if m_dry < 200
115 m_dry = 200;
116 end
117 dVr = 0.5/ra*sqrt(mu/ra)*10^3*da;
118 dVm = 2*N-r*Lm*dVr + dVs*L_m;
119 mdisp = mdry*(exp(dV-d/v_0)-1);
120 mp = (m_dry+mdisp)*(exp(dVm/v_0)-l);
121 mp = m.disp + mp;
122 dVT = dVm + dVd;
123 minj = (m-dry+mp)*(exp(dVinj/v.0)-l);
124
125
126 J = [c-optics*D^2.6;
127 c_dry*mdry;
128 claunch*(mdry + mp + cp*minj)];
129 J(4) = cops*sum(J(1:2));
130
131
132 cost_l = sum(J(1:2)); cost_2 = sum(J(3:4));
133 N = floor(learningCurve(cost_l,cost_2,BUDGET));
134
135
136 x = [N,theta, D,da,mdry,mp,dVr,dVT] ;
137 temp = -objectiveFunction(x,0,orbit,alpha,beta);
138 f(i2,i4) = temp;
139
140 if temp > opt
141 opt = temp;
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142 xopt = x;
143 end
144
145 end
146 end
147
148
149 •7- i . r
150
151 if dispFlag
152 disp(['N Satellites: ' num2str(xopt(1))]);
153 disp(['Theta, deg: ' num2str(xopt(2)*180/pi)]);
154 disp(['D, m: ' num2str(xopt(3))]);
155 disp(['A-a, km: ' num2str (xopt (4) ) ) ;
156 disp(['Dry Mass, kg: ' num2str(xopt(5))]);
157 disp(['Prop Mass, kg: ' num2str(xopt(6))]);
158 disp(['dV, Recon_, m/s: ' num2str(xopt(7))]);
159 disp(['dV, Total, m/s: ' num2str(xopt(8))]);
160 objectiveFunction(xopt, i, orbit,alpha,beta);
161 end
162
163 if plotFlag
164 figure; surf(x4,x2*rtd,f);
165 xlabel('Delta--a, kin')
166 ylabel('\theta, deg')
167 zlabel('y')
168
169 figure; [C,h] = contour(x4,x2*rtd,f);
170 set (h, ' Shcwlext','on',' Tex-Step',get(h,'LevelStep')*2)
171 xlabel('Delta--a, km')
172 ylabel('theta, deg')
173 zlabel (' ')
174 end
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1 function [f,M] = objectiveFunction(x,dispFlag,orbit,alpha,beta)
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28 15, 554;
29
30
32
33 design-table = [16, 262;
34 15, 554;
35 14, 881];
36
38 k = designtable (orbit, 1);
39 h = design-table (orbit,2);
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Re = 6378;
mu = 4*10^5;
Day.s = 86200;
C = 0.66;
ra = 6378 + h;
Earm Reaasr
e--gtn of Siderea.l D-y
?cefficient for Mi" - X=
Orb'iOt_ l Rai o sLI
[K,arc] = footprint(x(2),h);
M = [ 100*x(1)*arc/(k*pi*R-e);
100*x(1)*K/(4*pi*Re ^2)*C;
x() *3*pi/Days*sqrt(r-a/mu)*k^2*x(4)];
ql = -diag(alpha)*M;
Q = [ql; beta*abs(diff(ql))];
f = sum(Q);
if dispFlag
disp(['Objective Value: ' num2str(f)])
disp('Reg Coverage Global Coverage Response Time-- Diffl iff2')
disp([num2str(M(1)) ' ' num2str(M(2))
num2str(1/M(3)) ' ' num2str(Q(4:5)')])
end
125
sin tl.
;~a_ ~o-/er-aqe
126
1 function N = learningCurve(costl,cost.2,p)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 A = 1.5025; B = 0.6442;
19
20
21 x0 = (P/(cost-1 + cost-2))(1/B);
22
23 N = fzero(@(x)A*x^B*cost-1 + x*cost.2 - P,xO);
function LK,arc,range] = rootprintneta,n)
% %%%%%-%%%%%%%%%4%%%%•%%%%?R;'B 5 ,j -A-;~5 ,B--$%SB-~i '4g~--Tn-g
6
7 is alcla bservato geoe o a stelie.
~nl, ,-. )-eoetr- ;e- a r~-
- (7 0
15
16
17 Re = 6378;
18
eps
lam
arc
b =
K =
= acos(sin(theta)*(Re/(Re+h)) ^ --1); %r
= pi/2 - theta - eps; .r
= lam*Re;
Re - R.e*cos (lam);
2*pi*Re*b; km
if theta < 0.05
range = h/cos(theta);
else
range = Re * sin(lam)/sin(theta);
end
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Appendix E
Image Collection Optimization
Source Code
This appendix contains a subset of the source code used in Chapters 4 and 5.
function [optPath, m.extendedPathsCount, runTime]
= depthFirstBranchBound(x,y, w, n,agilityTable, SATELLITE)
• B •-• -• Y} ,. -~ •- ••- ••- •- • --~ S •-Y R 3- •
• •:•::: _,-n:-,; i z'L ":2 ri: _`Z:', ~3 --:a• :=_L li.::•;~r ,-7 Se-"~
•C-f i!l- 
_.r:? 
Z 1~i rLC
2<~T
1 C- r
-ae 2 - - -~i 3~V I 8;.
'4H3 ." -- --- ih 2  -
-i -ii-= -; -
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U1:l
i i)-·
·
i-1 3
ecr~r r rar;,-~
r Or ~ar=~c.
22 o> ,
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31 tiC
32
33
34 global dispFlag
35 global plotFlag
36 global mextendedPathsCount
37 global mpathsPruned
38
39
40 m-extendedPathsCount = 0;
41 mpathsPruned = 0;
42 m-maxQueueSize = 1;
43
44
45
46
47 v = SATELLITE.v;
48 h = SATELLITE.h;
49 rtd = 180/pi;
50
51
52 X = X-X(1);
53
54
55 edge = zeros (n);
56 for i = 1:n
57 for j = i+l:n
58 dp = abs(atan(y(i)/h) - atan(y(j)/h));
59 bit = agilityLookup (dp*rtd, agilityTable) < abs((x(j)-x (i))/v);
60 edge(i, j) = bit;
130
end
end
% Inita.iiz- sesr-ob queue, opt-!al ps-hl .-. orr.Ini_] e:Tor
Q = struct('path',{1}, 'cost',O);
optPath = struct('path',{},'cost',-1);
c = zeros(1,n);
optCost = -1;
while (isempty(Q) 0 1)
if (Q(1).path(l) == n)
if Q(1).cost > optCost
optPath = Q(1);
optCost = optPath.cost;
if dispFlag > 1
disp('optPath Updated: ')
disp (optPath.path);
end
elseif Q(1).cost == optCost
optPath = [Q(1) optPath];
end
else
[extendedPaths,c] = getExtendedPaths (Q(1) ,w, edge,c);
if (isempty(extendedPaths) == 0)
131
end
o
Q = [Q(1) extendedPaths Q(2:end)];
end
if length(Q) > m-maxQueueSize
m-maxQueueSize = length(Q);
end
end
Q(1) = [1;
end
runTime = toc;
clear i j edge Q
if dispFlag > 0
disp(['E<xted: er ,---s: ' num2str(mextendedPathsCount)])
disp(['•rune- Paths: ' num2str(mpathsPruned)])
disp(['Max U•.ee Size: ' num2str(mumaxQueueSize)])
disp([ 'R-ur.:t_:im"e = ' num2str(runTime) ' ]ecrds'])
end
if plotFlag
imgTime = x(optPath(1).path)/v;
plotPath(x,y,optPath(1) 
.path,optPath(l).cost,imgTime,SATELLITE)
end
i function [extendedPaths,c] = getExtendedPaths(pathStruct,w, edge, c)
2
3
4
6
8
9
10
11 
-
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12 % c Best i ;sCovered path vecor.
13 %
14 % OUTPUTS: extendedPaths A struct co1:aining all exSended paths from
15 
-,
16 '7 Uda-e7d best disjovered a-h vector.
17
18
19 global mextendedPathsCount
20 global mpathsPruned
21
22 pruning_flag = 1;
23 head = pathStruct.path(l);
24 len = length(edge);
25 extendedPaths = struct('path',{},'cost',{});
26
27 for i = head+l:len
28 if(edge(head,i) == 0)
29 continue;
30 end
31 if pruning-flag && (pathStruct.cost + w(i) < c(i))
32 mpathsPruned = mpathsPruned + 1;
33 continue;
34 else
35 pathTemp = [i pathStruct.path];
36 pathCost = pathStruct.cost + w(i);
37 c(i) = pathCost;
38
39 extendedPaths (end+l) = struct(' path ',{pathTemp},'cost',{pathCost}) ;
40 mextendedPathsCount = m-extendedPathsCount + 1;
41 end
42 end
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1 function [optPath,runTime]
2 = dynamicProgramming(x,y,r, n,aT,dt,SATELLITE)
3
7
8
9
10
11 -
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29 tiC
30
global plotFlag
global dispFlag
testing = 0;
debug = 0;
rtd = 180/pi;
134
dtr = pi/180;
gamma = 1;
epsilon = 0.01;
tform = 'equally-spaced';
reward-type = 'binary';
trans-time = 'dynamic';
% conversion deg to rad
- DP discount da
SDP convergence criterior
Sset ype of time discretizaion
% set 5 ye of imaging reward
% set transition'= time con0stan't or d~y•'•azni
h = SATELLITE.h; %'km
eta = SATELLITE.eta; ideg
v = SATELLITE.v; ?kmr s
a = SATELLITE.a; Rkm
b = SATELLITE.b; km
c = SATELLITE.c; %km
img-time = 0;
x = x - x(1);
r(n) = 100;
-, •7
rx = h/tan(eta*dtr);
rt = rx/v;
rtind = ceil(rt/dt);
T = (a+2*c)/v;
if strcmp(t-form, 'equally_spaced')
t = linspace(0,T,T/dt);
elseif strcmp(tform, 'zero_pitch')
t = x/v;
end
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46
47
48 Satellite Parameters
sa•teiiite •!ltt
m•~inYimum elevat a n an
S-r b it al ve io:
:•imenesion or targe-
4i-ne si'n o7 ta e:
::i:ummy:5  s _. rZt/an eli arU
po:int imaging •ime
X-s = t*v;
timg = imgtime*ones(n,l);
timg(1) = 0; t-img(end) = 0;
STATES = struct(' MG _•INDO ', []);
for i = 2:n-1
t-ov(i) = (x(i)-x(1))/v;
tovind(i) = find(t - t_ov(i) . 0,1, 'frs-');
t-minind = max(1,t-ovind(i) -rtind);
tmaxind = min(length(t),t-ovind(i)+rt-ind);
kind = []; k-rew = [];
for k = tminind:l:tmaxind
d = [xs(k)-x(i) y(i)];
de = [-timg(i)*v 0];
if ( norm(d) < rx && norm(d + d_e) < rx
rew = reward(d,r(i),rx,reward_type);
kind = [kind k];
k_rew = [krew rew];
end
end
136
.18 % S-ore all of the feasible i.aging states for target
.19 STATES (i) .IMGWINDOW = k-ind;
120 STATES (i) .IMGREWARD = k-rew;
121 STATES(i) .IMG-WINDOW-IND-SZ = length(k-ind);
122 end
123
124 3 Designate the sart an7 end imaing states
125 STATES(1) .IMG-WINDOW = 1;
126 STATES(1).IMG-REWARD = r(1);
127 STATES(1) .IMGWINDOW-INDSZ = 1;
128 STATES(n) .IMGWINDOW = length(t);
129 STATES(n). IMGREWARD = r(n);
130 STATES(n) .IMGWINDOWINDSZ = 1;
131
132 t .ii
133 tocl = toc;
134
135 if testing == 1
136 Z 7e -
137 figure
139 subplot(2, 1, 1)
140 scatter (x, y, ' ','b');
141 xlabel ('alongj-track direct ion (km)r ')
142 ylabel ('cross-track direction (km) ')
143 subplot(2, 1,2)
144 xlim([0 t(end)])
145 xlabel(' time ( s)'
146 ylabel('rtarget')
147 hold on
148 colormap(cool);
149 for i = 1:n
150 • -i • e
151 vis = t(STATES(i) .IMG-WINDOW);
152 scatter{vis,-i*ones (length(vis) ,l),' s')
153 end
154 end
155
156
137
57 7, -7 !L
58
59 if strcmp(trans-time, 'dynamic')
60 for i = 1:n
61
62 t_i = STATES(i) .IMGWINDOW;
64 for k = 1:length(ti)
65 tik = ti(k);
66
67
68 rik = [x(i)--xs(tik) y(i) -h];
69
70 rik = rik + [-timg(i)*v 0 0];
71
72 for j = i+l:n
73
74
75 tjloc = find(STATES(j).IMG.WINDOW > t-i-k);
.76
.77 if (-isempty(tjloc))
.78 t.j = STATES(j).IMG.WINDOW(t.jloc);
79
.80 m_feas = [];
181 for m = 1:length(tj)
182 tjm = tj (m);
L83
184
185 rj_m = [x(j)-xs(t.j_m) y(j) -h];
L86
187 phi = acos(dot(ri_k,r-j m)
188 / (norm(ri_k) *norm(rjm)));
189
190 s = agilityLookup(rtd*phi,aT);
191
192 if s + t(t_ik) + timg(i) _ t(t_j-m)
193
194 mfeas = [m.feas t_jloc (m)] ;
195 end
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end
% pdate staCe trInsik)tatns fr i-k ea
STATES(i).ACTIONS(k).target(j).trans = mrfeas;
end
end
end
end
end
if strcmp (transtime, 'constant')
1:n
j = i+l:n
r-i = [0 y(i) -h];
r-j = [0 y(j) -h];
phi = acos(dot(ri,r.j)/(norm(r-i)*norm(rj)));
s(i,j) = agilityLookup(rtd*phi,aT);
end
end
for i = 1:n
ti = STATES(i) .IMGWINDOW;
for k = 1:length(t-i)
tik = ti(k);
for j = i+l:n
t-j-loc = find(STATES(j) .IMG.WINDOW > tik);
~I~ee 1, ~eer T T~
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for i =
for
-1 - ýý' - I -
if (-isempty (tjloc) )
tj = STATES(j) .IMG.WINDOW(tjloc);
m = 0;
boolc = 1;
while boolc && m < length(tj)
m = m + 1;
tjm = tj (m);
if t(t_ik) + t_img(i) + s(i,j) < t(tjm)
bool_c = 0;
end
end
if boolc == 0 && m < length(t.j)
m_feas = t_jloc (m:end);
else
m_feas = [];
end
STATES(i).ACTIONS(k).target(j).trans = mfeas;
end
end
end
end
end
toc2 = toc - tocl;
140
274 targetindex = zeros(n,1);
275 target-index(1) = 1;
276 for i = 2;n
277 target.index(i) = target-index(i-1) + STATES(i-1) .IMGWINDOW-IND.SZ;
278 end
279 n-states = target.index(n) + STATES(n) .IMG-WINDOWINDSZ - 1;
280
281 -% Create 1reward array (fo state transitions
282 rew = [];
283 for i = 1:n
284 rew = [rew; STATES(i) .IMG.REWARD'];
285 end
286
287 & Create appropriate sta- . refrenc.
288 2 LTo, oer ci sr.e
289 for i = 1:n
290 - Loop over -il posible i-k az-es for t-ht tIrger
291 for k = 1:length(STATES(i).ACTIONS)
292 - j
293 statepointers = [];
294 Ie e er l trg s
295
296 for j = i+l:n
297 if i j
298 -r"e egI
299 7 an tare _f S[a-s ir-x, e.d [ tr t,  i trrge•. inde .
300 if (-isempty(STATES(i) .ACTIONS(k) .target (j)))
301 if debug
302 disp(['i = ' num2str(i)
303 '; = ' num2str(j) '; k ' num2str(k)])
304 end
305 R.ree tii i• u •tare -
306 tkloc = STATES(i) .ACTIONS(k) .target(j) .trans;
307 - St-re he --eference information in S-e~ pointers
308 state.pointers = [state_pointers ...
309 (targetindex(j)-1 + tkloc)];
310 end
311 end
312 end
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13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
;30
331
332
133
134
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
for i = l:n-1
if -isempty(STATES(i) .ACTIONS)
for k = l:length(STATES(i).ACTIONS)
state.index = targetindex(i) + k - 1;
142
STATES (i) .ACTIONS (k) .STATE-POINTERS = state-pointers;
end
end
toc3 = toc - toc2;
V = ones (nstates,1);
Vupd = zeros(nstates,l);
argMax = zeros(nstates,l);
if dispFlag
disp(['N•Krer of P Sta- es:' num2str(n-states)])
end
while norm(abs(V - Vupd)) > epsilon
V = Vupd;
Vupd = zeros(n_states,1);
Vcomp = rew + gamma*V;
352 transitions = STATES(i) .ACTIONS(k) .STATEPOINTERS;
353 if debug
354 disp(['i = ' num2str(i) '; k '
355 num2str(k) '; STATE INDEX:' num2str(state-index)])
356 disp (transitions')
357 end
358 % If any transii:ons are possible
359 if -isempty(transitions)
360 % Get the array of action value, will be maximized over
361 act = V.comp(transitions);
362 Find the maxim'um and where it occurs
363 [V.upd(state-index),loc] = max(act);
364 j U -dat~ .•e arax with the .Lor•ae action indexed
365 17 io alher hart act
366 argMax(state-index) = transitions(loc);
367 end
368 end
369 end
370 end
371 end
372
373 V = V-upd;
374 clear V.upd
375
376 - =crd i _~, terei i- ru--ime
377 toc4 = toc - toc3;
378
379
380 % Extrt O a
381 -
382
383 co- oStLates will icid -_ mezi.. of states 
384 -isit f_"m Vstae -(-:rget i-. The varialek
385 iaigae
386 k = 1;
387 optStates(1) = 1;
388 A% "ile we haven-' reached -he coal state
389 while k < n-states
390 1 7in- :ne next conse,:i-,e stare using arg:ax
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391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
428
429
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optStates = [optStates argMax(k)];
k = argMax(k);
end
optPath = zeros(length(optStates),l);
optImgTime = zeros(length(optStates),l);
for i = l:length(optStates)
if optStates(i) < nstates
j = find(targetindex > optStates(i),l,'fi.-t')-1;
else
j = n;
end
k = optStates(i) - target-index(j) + 1;
tind = STATES(j) .IMGWINDOW(k);
optPat.h(i) = j;
optImgTime(i) = t-ind;
end
cost = V(1)-r(end);
runTime = toc;
toc5 = runTime - toc4;
if 0
figure
colormap (' ,I );
barh([tocl;toc2;toc3;toc4;toc5],'stack')
end
if plotFlag
plotPath (x, y, optPath, cost, t (optImgTime), SATELLITE);
end
optPath = struct('path',{optPath'}, 'cc.st ',cost);
end
function r = reward(d, ri, rx, rewardtype)
if strcmp(reward-type, 'binr- y' )
r = r-;
elseif strcmp(reward-type, 'liear ')
r = r-i*(1 - 0.1*abs(d(1))/rx);
elseif strcmp(reward type, 'zero_iit'h')
if abs(d(1)) < 0.001
r = ri;
else
r = 0;
end
end
end
145
function plotPath(x,y,path,cost,imgTime,SATELLITE)
a = SATELLITE.a;
b = SATELLITE.b;
c = SATELLITE.c;
v = SATELLITE.v;
xOpt = x(path);
yOpt = y(path);
x_s = imgTime*v;
figure
hold on
C2 = [0.0476
C3 = [ 0
0.9524 1.0000];
0 1.0000];
146
40 - Fio= rarget se- and I- aged tarre-I
41 scatter(x,y, [],C2, 's')
42 scatter(xOpt,yOpt, 'm','s','filled')
43 scatter(xs,zeros(length(xOpt) ,),[],C3)
44
45 -Pa sae:ii-ie onec: i-:e r aTae
46 for i = l:length(xOpt)
47 hold on
48 plot([xOpt(i) xs(i)],[yOpt(i) 0],'k-')
49 end
50
51 K
52 ylim(4/3*b*[-l 1])
53 xlim([O a+2*c])
55 plot(linspace(O,a+2*c,5), b*ones(5,1),'k---')
56 plot(linspace(O,a+2*c,5),-b*ones(5,), ' k---' )
57
58 xlabel('al ong-track direcIion kmi ')
59 ylabel('eross--track direction kin) ')
60 title(['Solution Path,, Cost - ' num2str(cost)])
147
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